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Section 1
INTRODUCTION

A consortium known as Sunset Station Development Group (SSDG) was selected by
VIA Metropolitan Transit Authority to redevelop five acres of the Sunset Depot property
in San Antonio, Texas. SSDG is comprised of Enterprise Development Company,
Zachry Realty, Inc., Robert J. S. Snow•s Great American Restorations. The project
involves the renovation and expansion of the existing train station and surrounding
acreage as a themed entertainment, restaurant complex modeled on the very
successful Church Street Station in Orlando Florida. Mr. Snow, a co-venturer, created
Church Street Station. Dai-Mac Investments was simultaneously selected to develop a
400-room upscale hotel on the balance of the property. The intent is to create a worldclass visitor destination centered around the historic Sunset Depot that would
complement San Antonio•s renowned Paseo del Rio, or River Walk, a 21 block stretch
along the San Antonio River lined with restaurants, shops and hotels. The Sunset
Station property is located approximately one half mile east of the eastern terminus of
River Walk, and is separated from it by an overpass of Interstate 35-37. Nearby
complementary land uses include the new Alamodome stadium immediately to the
south and HemisFair Plaza and the convention center to the west. The historic Alamo is
less than a mile away.
Harrison Price Company (HPC) was retained by SSDG to examine the potential of the
proposed restaurant/entertainment center in the context of this rapidly expanding
market. The evaluation included a review of project content and recommendations on
parameters of capacity, market penetration, attendance, and per capita expenditures.
The primary objective of the work was to determine the ability of the concept to draw
sufficient attendance to the site to support a high quality attraction.
After an executive summary in Section 2, this report presents a discussion of the
resident market size and demographic make-up in Section 3. The overnight visitor
market is defined in Section 4. Performance data for comparables are presented in
Section 5.

Section 6 contains information on the existing and proposed touristic

infrastructure in downtown San Antonio and the metropolitan area. Attendance and
revenues are estimated in Section 7.
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Section 2
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This section of the report represents a summary of the most significant background
information and findings of the study. For more detail, the reader is referred to the
main body of the report.
The Project Concept

Sunset Station has been programmed with four themed live entertainment
restaurants, three complementary themed restaurants and a central fountain bar
area. These venues are being programmed to offer a taste of Texas culture and
entertainment and will be managed as a themed attraction that reaches out onto the
sidewalks and adjacent streets. Street entertainers will initiate and extend the
energy of the venues by welcoming guests and offering diversion to extend their
stay. Sunset Station will recreate the electricity of Church Street Station, including
daytime promotion of Sunset Station in the skies over San Antonio with skywriting
and banners.
Stabilized Gross Revenue

Based on HPC•s evaluation of the dynamics of the San Antonio market and in
particular the market opportunity for Sunset Station to be developed as San
Antonio•s version of Orlando•s Church Street Station, HPC is forecasting that
stabilized year (Year 2) gross revenues will be $27.2 million. This is based on an
estimated 1. 7 million patrons with per capita spending of $16.00. This is based on
the conclusion that there is a niche opportunity for a Church Street Station-type
themed entertainment and dining complex in downtown San Antonio. There are
numerous restaurants and nightclubs around San Antonio but there is no themed
downtown attraction that is driven by live entertainment and complemented with
dining.
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The Market

San Antonio•s Area of Dominant Influence (ADI) contained 1.7 million residents in
1992 and is projected to grow to 2.1 million by 1998. Almost half of the population is
of Hispanic origin. Households are somewhat larger and incomes slightly lower than
the statewide average.
San Antonio attracted an estimated 7.0 million overnight visitors in 1993 and is
projected to grow to 8.2 million by 1998. Day visitors from beyond the ADI are not
considered to represent a significant visitor market component.
Estimated Total Sales in Metropolitan San Antonio in 1998

Sales of eating and drinking places in metropolitan San Antonio in 1992 were $1.3
billion. Between 1984 and 1992, the per capita sales of eating and drinking places
increased an average of $37 per year (including inflation). Assuming a conservative
future increase of $16 per capita per year in 1994 dollars, the 1998 expenditures per
capita would grow to approximately $1,050 and total sales would approximate $1.7
billion. This translates to an increase for 1992 to 1998 of $400 million or $67 million
per year. This represents ample market growth to accommodate new downtown
entrants such as Hard Rock Cafe, Planet Hollywood, and Sunset Station.
Estimated Patronage

Based on comparable project penetration rates, HPC estimates that Sunset Station
will attract 30 percent of the resident population and 15 percent of the tourist market.
This would result in a forecast of 1.85 million patrons in 1998.

For feasibility

analysis, it is recommended that the stabilized year (1998) be adjusted to 1. 7 million
or the equivalent estimated patronage of the project if open in 1995.
Per capita estimates total $16. This is a blend of $18 for enclosed seating, $12 for
covered or outdoor seating, $4 for showroom admissions, $9 for snack food and
beverages in the showrooms, and $1 for retail. These estimates are conservative
compared to Church Street Station and in-line with Dallas Alley per capita.
Touristic Infrastructure of San Antonio

San Antonio is a significant and growing convention and tourism destination already
ranking among the top ten preferred cities in which to hold both national and regional
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meetings. With the convention center slated to expand from 500,000 to 750,000
square feet by 1998, the size as well as quantity of conventions can be expanded.
Coupled with the Alamodome•s 160,000 square feet this will give San Antonio over
900,000 square feet of convention and exhibition space in two major facilities. Given
the high hotel occupancy rates in downtown San Antonio , this expansion will
continue to exert pressure on new hotel construction. New hotel construction will
create more capacity for tourists as well as convention guests.
San Antonio is similar to New York, San Francisco and Santa Fe in that the focal
point of their tourism infrastructure is in the downtown area.

Major components

include the Alamo and River Walk. Complementary attractions in outlying areas
include the Missions, Sea World, and Fiesta Texas. Continued expansion of this
infrastructure makes San Antonio more attractive to a broader population base.
The San Antonio Alamodome was completed and opened in May of 1993. In its first
year the Alamodome hosted 85 events and attracted 2.3 million attendees. Sunset
Station is located next to the Alamodome, which expects to host 11 0 events per
year. This extrapolates to about 3 million annual attendance. The Alamodome will
generate significant traffic past the front door of Sunset Station, much of it in the
winter months for basketball games.
San Antonio is a rare U.S. city with a highly energetic and vibrant downtown. Few
cities compare in terms of 7 days a week, 15 to 18 hours per day activity that attracts
local residents to visit downtown as well as attracting tourists and conventioneers.
San Antonio residents use their downtown extensively during the many fiestas and
special events staged there, and when visited by friends and relatives.
San Antonio has a moderate winter climate that attracts tourists on a constant yearround basis similar to Hawaii, Southern California, and Orlando. San Antonio is the
favorite destination of Texans due to the favorable weather, the history and cultural
influences. The continued expansion of San Antonio•s attractions should continue to
broaden its visitor appeal.
All of these factors combine to make San Antonio a dynamic and expanding market
and create a mix of influences conducive to developing Sunset Station in the Church
Street Station format. These influences support the revenue projections contained
herein.
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Section 3
THE SAN ANTONIO AREA RESIDENT MARKET

This section of the report contains documentation of the resident population of the San
Antonio Area of Dominant Influence (ADI), which includes all or portions of 27 counties
surrounding the city (see Figure 1).

The ADI is based on television viewing

preferences, which tend to define which urban area outlying populations will visit most
often for retail purchases, entertainment, and services.

Population
Population and household trends in the San Antonio Metropolitan Statistical Area
(MSA) and ADI are shown in Table 3-1 and indicate a modest MSA annual growth of
2.1 percent in population and 2.9 percent in the number of households between 1980
and 1990. The average household size decreased from 3.07 to 2.89 persons during
the decade. Estimated MSA population at the end of 1992 was 1,402, 100.
Projections for 1998 indicate a total population of 1,613,000 in 556,221 households.
Most of the MSA population resides in Bexar County.

In 1990, Bexar County

contained 91 percent of the MSA population and the City of San Antonio represented
almost 72 percent of the total with populations of 1,185,000 and 935,933, respectively.
San Antonio is a major city, ranking 1Oth in population in the country, and third in
Texas to Houston and Dallas. The MSA is 30th among the nation's population centers
The ADI population in 1990 was 1,736,000 representing an increase of 26,500
persons annually during the 1980s. Between April 1990 and year end 1992, a spurt of
growth occurred resulting in an annual increase of almost 37,000 . The total ADI
market is projected to reach 2,068,000 by 1998 in 713,000 households. Most of this
growth is expected to occur in the San Antonio MSA.
Comparatively, the Orlando MSA population in 1992 was 1,332,200, which is slightly
smaller than San Antonio.
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Table 3-1
POPULATION AND HOUSEHOLD ESTIMATES
SAN ANTONIO MSA AND ADI

~

San Antonio MSA
Population Households

San Antonio ADI
Population
Households

1980

1 ,072,125

349,330

1,471,000

479,000

1990

1,302,099

451,021

1,736,000

599,000

1992

1 ,402,100

485,700

1,837,000

634,000

1998

1,613,040

556,221

2,068,000

713,000

Average Annual Numerical Increase:
1980-90

22,997

10,169

26,500

12,000

1990-92
(33 months)
1992-98

36,364

12,611

36,727

12,727

35,157

11,753

38,500

13,167

Average Annual Percent Increase:
1980-90

2.1 °/o

2.9°/o

1.8°/o

2.5°/o

1990-92
(33 months}
1992-98

2.8o/o

2.8°/o

2.1 o/o

2.1 °/o

2.5o/o

2.4°/o

2.1 °/o

2.1 °/o

Note: MSA = Metropolitan Statistical Area = Bexar, Comal and Guadalupe
Counties.
ADI = Area of Dominant Influence =27 counties based on TV viewing.

Source: US Census; Demographics USA 1993 and Harrison Price Company.
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Age Characteristics in the Market Areas
The San Antonio ADI has a relatively high proportion of residents under age 18
(29.7°/o), as would be expected from the 2.9 average household size. The under 18

group is not the primary market for the proposed Sunset Station project. The age
group 18 to 34 is a prime target for the types of activities that will be offered by the
project because it is the group with the highest participation rate in dancing and
concert attendance, and can be expected to add significant support for the restaurants.
This age group represents a smaller percentage (26.1 o/o) of the total San Antonio ADI
than is true of Dallas and Houston. The 45 to 54 age group is also relatively low
(25.3°/o) in San Antonio, and this age group should be reaching a point in their careers
where they can afford to eat out more often. The over 55 age group will be more likely
to support the food service operations than the nightclub activities, and represent a
significant share (18.9o/o) of the population as shown in Table 3-2. The Orlando area
has a more mature population with a median age of 33.7 and 21.2 percent over 55
years of age.

Income Characteristics
The households in the San Antonio ADI have lower average incomes when compared
to the state and the nation, as shown in Table 3-3. The San Antonio average of
$26,092 is about $1,000 lower than the state figure and almost $4,000 below the
national average of $30,056. On a per capita basis, San Antonio incomes are 82
percent of the national figure and 92 percent of the Texas average.
Households earning less than $15,000 represent 28 percent of the total and, with a
few exceptions, they do not have incomes required to support the type of project
proposed for Sunset Station. Those earning between $15,000 and $25,000 constitute
20.2 percent and are also poor prospects for the project, except for young singles just
starting their careers. Every household earning more than $25,000 is a potential
patron of one or more of the venues to be developed. Age, marital status, family size,
and recreation and eating preferences are factors which, along with income, will
determine the level of support from any particular income group. There are 235,000
households in the San Antonio MSA that could be potential patrons, and over 300,000
in the San Antonio AD I.
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Table 3-2
AGE DISTRIBUTION IN 1990
SAN ANTONIO MSA

Age

San Antonio MSA
Percent
Number
{000)

Dallas
MSA

Houston
MSA

Under18

546

29.7°/o

27.4°/o

29.1°/o

18 to 34

479

26.1o/o

29.3°/o

28.4°/o

35 to 54

464

25.3°/o

27.3°/o

28.0o/o

55 and over

348

18.9°/o

16.0°/o

14.5°/o

1837

100.0°/o

100.0°/o

100.0°/o

31.6

32.0

Total

Median Age

31.5

Source: US Census - 1990 and Harrison Price Company.
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Table 3-3
HOUSEHOLD INCOME DISTRIBUTION IN 1990
SAN ANTONIO MSA

San Antonio
Percent
Number
(000)

Texas

USA

Less Than $15,000

125.5

27.8°/o

27.6°/o

24.2°/o

$15,000 to $24,999

91.1

20.2°/o

18.8°/o

17.5°/o

$25,000 to $34999

74.4

16.5°/o

15.8o/o

15.9°/o

$35,000 to $49,999

75.5

16.7°/o

16.5°/o

17.9°/o

$50,000 to $74,999

55.6

12.3o/o

13.3°/o

15.0°/o

$75,000 or more

29.6

6.6°/o

8.0°/o

9.5o/o

451.7

100.0°/o

100.0°/o

100.0°/o

Total

Median Household income

$26,092

$27,016

$30,056

Per Capita Income

$11,865

$12,904

$14,420

Source: US Census - 1990 and Harrison Price Company.
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Another measure of income is provided in the publication Sales and Marketing
Management in their estimates of .. Effective Buying Income... The publication covers
the nation with annual estimates and forecasts five years into the future. As can be
seen from the following text table, the EBI per household is approximately 78 percent
of the Dallas and Houston numbers and 86 percent of the national level:

Effective Buying
Income Per Household ($)
Region
San Antonio ADI
Dallas ADI
Houston ADI
USA

1992

1997

35,565
45,271
45,573
41,302

47,403
60,603
60,887
54,419

78.6°/o
78.0°/o
86.1 °/o

78.2°/o
77.9°/o
87.1 °/o

San Antonio Ratio to:
Dallas ADI
Houston ADI
USA

The estimated EBI in the Orlando ADI was $36,360, only two percent above San
Antonio's.

Racial/Ethnic Characteristics of the Market Areas
The San Antonio ADI population has historically been of Hispanic origin. The United
States Census tracks race and ethnic origin in the following categories: White, Black,
American Indian, Asian/Pacific Islander, and Other. Spanish/Hispanic origin is
estimated as a sub-category of the aforementioned racial categories. Thus, an
accurate measure of the population that considers itself culturally .. Hispanic .. is
provided. The Hispanic population of San Antonio has always been a significant
portion of the resident base, and it now exceeds all other racial/ethnic groups
combined (see Table 3-4). Many of the institutions and structures of San Antonio are
distinctly Hispanic, reflecting the continuing influence of the indigenous population.
Indeed much of the .. character .. of San Antonio is a result of its Hispanic roots. The
many .. Fiestas .. held throughout the year in San Antonio express both these roots and
the enthusiasm of the population for throwing a party.
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Table 3-4
ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF THE POPULATION
SAN ANTONIO AREA

White

Area:

Black

Other

Total

Hispanic*

San Antonio ADI

92.3o/o

6.1 °/o

1.6°/o

100.0°/o

48.8°/o

Dallas ADI

83.1o/o

13.9°/o

3.0o/o

100.0°/o

13.1 °/o

Houston ADI

77.6o/o

18.3°/o

4.1 °/o

100.0°/o

21.3°/o

Texas

75.2°/o

11.9°/o

12.9o/o

1 00.0°/o

25.5o/o

USA

83.4°/o

12.4o/o

4.2°/o

100.0°/o

9.5°/o

San Antonio MSA
White
1990

Black

Other

Total

Hispanic

91.9o/o

1992

7.0o/o

1998

7.2o/o

2.4o/o

1 00.0°/o

* Note: Spanish/Hispanic origin is estimated as a sub-category of the

aforementioned ethnic categories.
Source: US Census, Demographics USA 1993 and Harrison Price Company.
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The black population is only 6.1 percent in the San Antonio ADI compared to 13.9
percent in the Dallas area and 18.3 percent in the Houston ADI. In Texas as a whole,
blacks represent 11.9 percent. _Hispanics represent 25.5 percent of the Texas
population but only 9.5 percent of the national total.
The non-Hispanic white population in the San Antonio ADI has been declining
somewhat as a percentage of the total, but there appears to be some stabilizing
occurring as the area grows with in-migration from northern states.
The Orlando ADI population is 87.2 percent white, but only 6.5 percent are of Hispanic
origin. Eleven percent are black.

Retail Sales of Eating and Drinking Places
The operations in the Sunset Station development will be primarily comprised of
restaurants, bars and showrooms. All of these venues are subject to Texas sales tax
in the classification of Eating and Drinking Places, making an analysis of the tax
collections a valuable tool in discovering trends in sales. Table 3-5 contains
tabulations of sales of eating and drinking places in the San Antonio, Dallas, Fort
Worth and Houston MSAs for the period 1984 to 1992. Other than the period 1985 to
1987, each of the areas has experienced a steady increase in sales annually. In the

San Antonio MSA, sales increased from $778 million in 1984 to $1.3 billion in 1992, or
67 percent. This was topped by an increase of $100 million between 1991 and 1992,

and the average annual increase in the five year period 1987 to 1992 was $80 million
(not adjusted for inflation).
Sales data is also included for the River Walk/Downtown area and Market Square
area in San Antonio, and for the West End Historical District/Dallas Alley area of
Dallas. This information is based on the Zip Code zones in which these facilities are
located. The data shows no growth in River Walk sales from 1984 to 1987, but an
increase of 118 percent in the 1987 to 1992 period, when sales went from $55 million
to $120 million, an increase of $13 million annually over five years.

The Market

Square area was basically flat throughout the period with the exception of 1992, which
saw an increase of $5 million. The area containing Dallas Alley/West End
Marketplace also saw a large increase of over 80 percent, but almost all of that
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Table 3-5
SALES OF EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
1984- 1992

San Antonio
MSA
($ Millions)

Dallas
PMSA
($ Millions)

Fort WorthArlington
PMSA
($ Millions)

1984

778

1,701

824

2,109

55

38

36

1985

881

1,909

926

2,208

56

41

52

1986

911

2,056

992

2,238

54

42

64

1987

899

2,039

1,027

2,251

55

38

63

1988

968

2,138

1,107

2,425

76

38

65

1989

1,038

2,301

1,204

2,569

85

37

65

1990

1,106

2,448

1,339

2,869

102

40

67

1991

1,200

2,559

1,450

3,198

106

43

63

1992

1,300

2,772

1,527

3,375

120

48

65

Percent Increase 1984 to1992:
67.10o/o
62.96°/o

85.32°/o

60.03°/o

118.18°/o

26.32o/o

80.56°/o

Percent Increase 1987 to1992:
44.61°/o
35.95%

48.69°/o

49.93o/o

118.18°/o

26.32°/o

3.17°/o

Year

Houston
PMSA
($ Millions)

San Antonio
Riverwalkl
Market
Downtown
Square
($ Millions) ($ Millions)

Note: Data for the San Antonio areas and Dallas Alley/West End are based on Zip Codes.

Source: Texas Controller of Public Accounts and Harrison Price Company.
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Dallas Alley
/West End
Marketplace
($ Millions)

increase occurred between 1984 and 1986. Going back to data for 1983, the year
prior to the opening of Dallas Alley/West End Marketplace, sales were only $24
million, so the increase to $64 million by 1986 was $40 million, also an average of $13
million per year (see Figure 2). _
HPC requested similar information on the Leon Springs area where an entrepreneur
named Philip Romano (founder of Fuddrucker•s) has developed a complex including
Macaroni Grill, Rudy•s Barbecue and General Store, Nacho Mama•s, and the Leon
Springs Dance Hall (new). However, data could not be released by the State due to
disclosure rules. Nonetheless, based on the available information, the estimated
gross revenues of the facilities, excluding Nacho Mama•s and the Dance Hall in 1992
were $15 million.

Table 3-6 and Figure 3 shows calculations of per capita sales of eating and
drinking places (not adjusted for inflation) in the San Antonio MSA from 1984 to 1992.
Per capita sales in the area increased by almost 50 percent, from $649 to $954. About
half of this increase is estimated to be due to inflation, but it is still a significant
increase because it shows that food and beverage sales are growing much faster than
the population.
A comparison of per capita and per household sales of eating and drinking places in
San Antonio and other selected metropolitan areas in Texas is shown in Table 3-7.
San Antonio ranks high in both per capita and per household sales despite the
relatively low incomes of the area. This is probably the result of the impact of tourism
on San Antonio relative to the population base. In that context, it is favorable to
Sunset Station because most of the San Antonio tourists visit the downtown area
attractions. (These data differ somewhat from the previous tabulation because they
are from different sources.)
The publication Sales and Management Marketing also prepares estimates of current
and projected retail sales per household for ADis. Again, San Antonio ranks higher
than might be expected based on incomes alone. The text table below shows that
total retail sales per household in the San Antonio area were about equal to that of
Houston and 87 percent of the Dallas number. Moreover, they are higher than the
national averages and are projected to exceed the Houston average and gain some
ground on the Dallas average by 1997:
3-11
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Table 3-6
PER CAPITA SALES OF EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
SAN ANTONIO MSA

Sales of
Eating and
Dr inking Places
($Thousands)

Pogulation
(Thousands)

Per Cagita Sales
(Dollars)

1984

778,000

1'199

649

1985

881,000

1,223

720

1986

911,000

1,242

733

1987

899,000

1,259

714

1988

968,000

1,275

759

1989

1,038,000

1,292

803

1990

1'106,000

1,315

841

1991

1,200,000

1,339

896

1992

1,300,000

1,362

954

Year

Note: Population estimates are for year end.

Source:

San Antonio Department of Planning, Demographics 1993,
and Harrison Price Company.
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Table 3-7
SALES OF EATING AND DRINKING PLACES -1992
SELECTED TEXAS METROPOLITAN AREAS

Total
Sales
(thou.)

Sales Per
Cagita

Sales Per
Household

Pogulation
(thou.)

Households
(thou.)

$847,000

910

352

$931

$2,406

247,000

359

121

$688

$2,041

Dallas

2,845,000

2,848

1,062

$999

$2,679

Fort Worth

1,071,000

1,460

543

$734

$1,972

Houston

2,719,000

3,488

1,248

$780

$2,179

San Antonio

1,234,000

1,402

486

$880

$2,539

MetrQgQiitgn Area

Austin
Corpus Christi

Source: Demographics USA - 1993 and Harrison Price Company.
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Region
San Antonio ADI
Dallas ADI
Houston ADI
USA

Total Retail Sales Per Household
1992
1997
$21,099
24,266
21,319
20,710

$29,271
32,810
27,607
26,988

The above per household averages are based on trend line projections of population
and income, resulting in total retail sales estimates rising from $13.38 billion to $20.12
billion, a 50.4 percent increase in total retail sales in the San Antonio area. This can
largely be attributed to the influence of tourism. If this occurs, it would put San Antonio
in the upper quartile of growth among all ADis in the country.
The numbers for the Orlando ADI are sales of $22,076 per household in 1992, and
$28,501 in 1997.

Estimated Sales of Eating and Drinking Places - San Antonio ADI 1998
The data presented previously in this section suggest a couple of alternatives for
estimating sales of eating and drinking places in the San Antonio MSA. The simplest
method would be to assume that the Sales & Marketing Management estimate of a 50
percent increase in sales would also apply to the restaurant/bar/nightclub category.
This would result in a 1992-1998 increase of $650 million in six years, or $108 million
per year, and total sales in 1998 of roughly $1.95 billion. This estimate seems
excessive, even in a market like San Antonio, which is reaching the critical mass
required to be a major recreation destination.
A more conservative estimate is derived by applying an increasing per capita sales
rate to the growing San Antonio population. Between 1984 and 1992, the per capita
sales of eating and drinking places increased at an average of $37 per year (including
inflation). Assuming a future conservative increase of $16 per capita per year in 1994
dollars, the 1998 expenditures per capita would approximate $1 ,050. This translates
to sales of roughly $1.7 billion in 1998, an increase of $400 million, or about $67
million per year. This increase will be driven by tourism growth as well as expansion
of the resident population. It represents an ample market growth to accommodate new
downtown entrants such as the Hard Rock Cafe, Planet Hollywood and Sunset
Station, as well as continued suburban expansion.
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Conclusion
The 1998 resident population of 1.6 million will be roughly half Hispanic in origin and
will have incomes slightly lower than Texas as a whole . Nonetheless, the Hispanic
character places a high priority on the enjoyment of life and recreational pursuits. This
is reflected in per capita sales of eating and drinking places in San Antonio, which are
near the top among several Texas metropolitan areas.
Sales of food and beverage outlets further indicate that the River Walk/Downtown area
of San Antonio have experienced rapid sales growth in the period 1987 to 1992,
growing from $55 million to $120 million. This trend can be expected to continue as
new projects come on line.
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Section 4
THE OVERNIGHT VISITOR MARKET AND ITS DEMOGRAPHY

The Sunset Station concept is directed as much or more to the visitor market as it is to
residents. Its location is reasonably proximate to the core of the tourist trade in the San
Antonio area --River Walk and the Alamo. In this section of the report, the visitor market
to San Antonio is defined
The Visitor Market

Blessed with a favorable climate and friendly people, the Alamo and other historic
attractions, San Antonio strengthened its quest for larger tourism trade three decades
ago with the development of River Walk and subsequently HemisFair in 1968. In recent
years, the addition of Sea World, the Fiesta Texas Theme Park and a luxury golf resort
hotel helped to broaden the reputation of the area as a tourist destination. If not already
achieved, the area will soon have the critical mass needed to attain .. must visit .. status.
The San Antonio Convention and Visitors Bureau (SACVB) publishes a list of
acclamations the city has received from the travel industry as follows:
•

A 1992 survey of 24,000 readers of Conde Nast Traveler magazine ranked San
Antonio the third most desirable national destination (behind Santa Fe and San
Francisco) and ninth in the world.

•

A 1991 survey of readers of Texas Highways ranked San Antonio as the favorite
vacation destination in Texas and the friendliest city in the state.

•

The 1992 Texas Auto Visitor Survey, compiled by the Texas Department of
Transportation, indicates that the Alamo is the number one visitor attraction in the
state for short-term USA and international visitors. San Antonio ranks as the
number one visitor city in Texas according to the same survey.
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•

The membership of the International Association for Exposition Management
rated San Antonio as one of the top ten convention destinations nationwide in
two categories--best host city in terms of exposition facilities and best host city in
terms of exposition attendance.

•

San Antonio ranked in the top ten for medical convention activity in 1989/90
according to a survey released by Medical Meetings magazine.

•

According to a poll by Business Travel News in 1986, San Antonio ranked in the
top ten preferred cities in which to hold both national and regional meetings.

•

The San Antonio Convention & Visitors Bureau received the .. Gold Service
Award .. for the tenth consecutive year for staff professionalism and quality of
service to meeting planners from Meetings and Conventions magazine and
received the prestigious Pinnacle Destination Award three consecutive years since its inception.

Annual visitor estimates are published by the SACVB as shown in Table 4-1. Estimated
at 10.5 million visitors in 1990, it has grown from an estimated 8.5 million in 1980. The
SACVB has commissioned a study of the visitor market by the University of Texas at
San Antonio to attempt to correct what it has come to believe are critical deficiencies in
the data provided by the Texas Department of Commerce, Tourism Division and their
own surveys. For example, the estimates include data on seasonal residents, who
should be treated separately rather than grouped with normal tourism because they
tend to distort the data.
The estimates include day visitors, most of which are probably counted in this study in
the Area of Dominant Influence resident population calculations. Moreover, the day
visitor who is from beyond the ADI is likely stopping for a quick visit to the Alamo or a
meal on the River Walk. Although Sunset Station will be well located in terms of the
freeway system, it is programmed primarily as a nighttime activity, so the stop-off traffic
is not an important market.
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Table 4-1
SAN ANTONIO VISITOR STATISTICS

Number of
Visitors
(Millions)

Dollars
Spent
(Millions)

1980

8.5

$654.40

1981

9.0

732.90

1982

9.5

804.90

1983

9.5

795.12

1984

10.0

901.30

1985

10.0

1,073.10

1986

10.1

1'126.90

1987

10.1

1,137.30

1988

10.3

1,328.40

1989

10.3

1,400.00

1990

10.5

1,500.00

Source: San Antonio Convention and Visitors Bureau
Tourism Division, Texas Department
of Commerce.
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HPC has found over the years that the potentials of nighttime and long-stay attractions
are determined primarily by the number of overnight visitors to the area. Furthermore,
public or quasi-public estimators of tourism have a tendency to err on the high side.
Therefore, we have come to rely on our own calculations of tourism based on the
number of accommodations serving the market, and the ratio of visitors using those
facilities. As shown in Table 4-2, HPC•s estimated overnight visitor count is
approximately 7 million people in 1993. The factors used to generate this estimate are
based on interviews with hotel/motel managers, the SACVB and experience from other
similar areas.
By contrast, the Orlando area is reported to get 23.7 million annual visitors, a figure that
is 3.4 times larger than San Antonio. But Orlando•s hotel room count is about 80,000, or
four times the San Antonio number.
Estimated Growth in Overnight Visitors
A method of estimating future growth in the market is projection of the historic increases
in the inventory of hotel/motel rooms in the area.

This presumes that the factors

causing growth in the recent past will continue in a similar pattern in the future. In fact,
tourist destinations tend to grow in spurts and reach plateaus, and finally reach
saturation. San Antonio has long been an outlet for the recreation needs of the larger
population centers, Houston and Dallas-Fort Worth. Parallels are the relationship of
San Diego and Palm Springs to Los Angeles, and the New Jersey shore to New York.
San Antonio appears to be in a position in which the longer distance travel market is just
now discovering the delights the area has to offer, so a trend projection should be on
the conservative side.
The growth in accommodations in the eight year period from 1985 to 1993 averaged
660 rooms per year (and ranged from 0 to 1,935 rooms) to reach the inventory
estimated at 20,000 for 1993 (see Table 4-3 for room counts and Appendix A for
specific rooms additions). Facilities under construction and planned for opening in 1994
and 1995 continue this level of additions. It should be noted that this was a period when
Texas and the nation suffered through a recession, which further reinforces the
conservatism of this trend projection.
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Table 4-2
ESTIMATED 1993 OVERNIGHT VISITORS TO SAN ANTONIO

Downtown

Number of hotel rooms
Available room nights
Hotel/motel occupancy
Indicated room nights sold
Average stay- Days
Number of parties
Size of party
Number of H/M overnight visitors
Stay at other facilities

Percent
Number

Estimated total overnight visitors

Source: Harrison Price Company.
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Other

MSA

6,000

14,000

20,000

2,190,000

5,110,000

7,300,000

83.5°/o

67.0°/o

72.0°/o

1,828,650

3,423,700

5,252,350

2.3

2.7

2.5

795,065

1,268,037

2,063,102

2.2

3.6

3.1

1,749,143

4,564,933

6,314,077

11.0°/o
192,406

11.0°/o
502,143

11.0°/o
694,548

1,941,549

5,067,076

7,008,625

Table 4-3

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF HOTEL ROOMS
SAN ANTONIO AREA

Year

Rooms Added

Total Rooms

1985

N.A.

14,742

1986

1,935

16,677

1987

763

17,440

1988

860

18,300

1989

1,000

19,300

1990

102

19,402

1991

209

19,611

1992

0

19,611

1993

389

20,000

1994

540

20,540

1995

790

21,330

Projected:
1998

700 *

23,430

Estimated Overnight Visitors - 1998:
23,430 rooms@ 350 individuals/room/year= 8.2 million

*Annual
See Appendix A for specific rooms additions
Source: SACVB and Harrison Price Company.
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The 1993 calculations indicated an annual overnight visitor count of 350 people per
room. Based on the projection of 23,430 rooms in 1998 and the same annual visitors
per room, the resulting estimate of overnight visitors in 1998 is 8.2 million. This is a
conservative 3.2 compounded annual growth rate from 1993 to 1998.
Seasonality of the Visitor Market

Seasonality of the visitor market is shown in Table 4-4. The San Antonio area visitor
market is less seasonal than most tourist areas, reflecting the warm weather climate of
its southern location. It is comparable to the Hawaiian Islands, Florida and California,
which are noted for a relatively constant visitor trade The peak quarter in 1991 was the
third at 26.1 percent of the year. The lowest month, on average, in the period 1987 to
1991 was January, with five percent of the year·s business. The peak month, July, was
fourteen percent of the year, compared to a peak month of over 15 percent in Orlando
and Southern California.
Generally, in the recreation business in an all-year market, three peak season months
account for over 40 percent of annual business, and the low three months are under 15
percent. In cold weather climates, the peaks are more extreme, with over 50 percent
visiting in the peak three months. The San Antonio visitor market peaks are only 35 to
36 percent of the annual total. This is a superior market characteristic from the
standpoint of its impact on required capacity, cost of development of facilities and costs
of operation.
Next to school vacation periods, weather has the greatest effect on seasonality of
tourism. San Antonio is a favorite excursion spot for many residents of Dallas and
Houston partly because of the climate. Compared to the Dallas-Fort Worth area, San
Antonio is several degrees cooler in summer and warmer in winter, and precipitation is
about the same. Houston, on the other hand, is basically the same in temperature, but
gets 60 percent more rainfall.
The San Antonio climate can best be described as comfortable in winter, with average
high temperatures in the 60s, and on the hot side in summer, when daytime highs are in
the mid-90s (see Table 4-5). If outdoor seating at Sunset Station is to be used on
summer mid-days, it will need to be covered and have some form of cooling.
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Table 4-4
SEASONALITY OF THE VISITOR MARKET

Tower of
The Americas
(Percent)

Visitor
Center
(Percent)

January

4.6

5.4

February

5.3

6.2

March

10.4

11.1

April

10.2

8.8

May

9.2

8.5

June

10.0

11.4

July

15.2

13.7

August

10.2

11.4

September

6.1

5.7

October

6.3

6.5

November

6.1

5.8

December

6.4

5.5

100.0

100.0

Month

Total

Source: Harrison Price Company.
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1.66
2.06
1.54
2.54
3.07
2.79
1.69
2.41
3.71
2.84
1.77
1.44

2.29
per month

Source: SACVB

Annual
Average

January
February
March
April
May
t- June
co July
August
September
October
November
December

Rainfall

79.6

62.3
66.1
72.4
78.8
85.2
91.6
95.6
95.9
89.8
81.8
71.1
64.6

58.0

~

41.6
44.7
49.6
57.6
65.4
72.2
73.9
73.4
68.8
59.2
48.2

San Antonio
Daily
Daily
Average
Average
Maximum
Minimum

68.6

52.0
54.5
60.8
68.2
75.3
81.9
84.0
83.8
79.3
70.5
59.7
53.2

Monthly
Average

66

44
49
56
66
74
82
86
86
79
68
56
48

2.5
per month

1.7
1.9
2.4
3.6
4.3
2.6
2.0
1.8
3.3
2.5
1.8
1.7

Dallas
Monthly
Average
Rainfall

SAN ANTONIO TEMPERATURE AND RAINFALL

Table 4-5

68

51
55
61
69
75
81
83
83
78
70
60
54

3.7
per month

3.2
3.3
2.7
4.2
4.7
4.0
3.3
3.7
4.9
3.7
3.4
3.7

Houston
Monthly
Average
Rainfall

Convention Activity in San Antonio

Convention activity is an important part of tourism to San Antonio.

The Henry B.

Gonzales Convention Center, located at the edge of HemisFair Park, contains over
500,000 square feet of exhibit, meeting, banquet, and service space. In addition, there
is a 15,389 seat arena (formerly home to the Spurs professional basketball team) and a
2,544 seat performing arts theater under the same roof. Plans are reportedly underway
to demolish the arena and replace it with an additional 250,000 square feet of exhibit
space, almost doubling the exhibit space to about 500,000 square feet.
The new Alamodome can seat up to 72,000 for football and 35,000 for basketball, and
also has 160,000 square feet exhibit space. It is located just south of Sunset Station
and across the freeway from HemisFair Park.
San Antonio has received high marks from meeting planners in the past and, with the
new facilities, it could be expected to gain a substantial number of visitors over the
almost 600,000 delegates of 1993 as shown in Table 4-6. The SACVB receives reports
on convention activity generated by the individual hotels, but the reporting is not 100
percent. Based on discussions with hotel managers and the SACVB, it is estimated that
the 577,000 reported delegates represent 75 to 80 percent of the real total. The actual
delegates in 1993 total an estimated 750,000, generating 1,275,000 room-nights and
$540 million in expenditures.
Demography of the Visitor Market

As indicated previously, data on tourism to San Antonio in the past may have contained
some survey biases that distorted the results and a new study is underway to generate
more accurate data. Nonetheless, some of the data is probably accurate or close to
reality and it is the only data available.

Tables 4-7 and 4-8 contain data from the

surveys on visitor demographics and trip characteristics, respectively. Highlights are as
follows:
Demographics:
•

It is largely a homogeneous white population (88 percent).
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Table 4-6
SAN ANTONIO CONVENTION STATISTICS
(Calandar Year)

~

Conventions

Dollars
Spent

Delegates

Room
Nights

($Millions)

1988

897

387,928

685,320

$279.2

1989

1,089

443,910

728,641

$319.5

1990

1,128

521,304

797,055

$375.2

1991

1,142

536,701

764,825

$386.6

1992

1,219

513,205

786,591

$369.9

1993

1,597

576,720

976,732

$417.1

Note: Includes only those delegates who were provided services
by the CVB, or reported delegates to the CVB.
Estimated to be 75 to 80 percent of all visitors.

Source: San Antonio Convention & Visitor's Bureau; ProMark.
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Table 4-7
DEMOGRAPHICS OF LEISURE TRAVELERS
TO SAN ANTONIO
1983-1989

1983

1986/1987

1988/1989

(o/o)

(%)

(%)

Age
18-34
35-49
50-64
65+

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

30 °/o
30
27
11

30 °/o
33
24
13

Ethnic Origin
Anglo
Hispanic
Black/Other

86 °/o
10
4

87 °/o
7
6

88 °/o
7
5

Income
Less Than $30,000
$30,000 - $50,000
$50,000 pi us

29 o/o
26
35

23 o/o
27
37

18 o/o
28
40

Marital Status
Married
Single

78 °/o
22

74 °/o
26

77 o/o
23

Education
Some College or Less
College Graduate Plus

60 °/o
40

60 °/o
40

57 o/o
43

Source: San Antonio Convention & Visitor•s Bureau; ProMark
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Table 4-8
TRIP CHARACTERISTICS OF
LEISURE TRAVELERS TO
SAN ANTONIO
1983-1989

Purpose of Trip
Leisure
Business
Convention

1983

1986/1987

1988/1989

(o/o)

(o/o)

(o/o)

45 °/o
38
16

50 °/o
32
18

58 o/o
14
28

Length of Stay

4.9

5

4.4

Size of Travel Party

3.2

4

4.2

/o Staying in Hotel

62 o/o

65 °/o

77 o/o

Area Staying
(Hotel Guests Only)
Downtown
Northside

60 °/o
39

45 °/o
49

49 °/o
47

0

Source: San Antonio Convention & Visitor·s Bureau; ProMark.
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•

Incomes are high, with 40 percent above $50,000 and only 18 percent earning
less than $30,000. Tourists in general exceed the income level of residents in
most markets and San Antonio is no exception.

•

The visitor market is older than the resident market, also typical. Considering the
demography of the visitor market, an attraction with adult appeal is appropriate.
A restaurant/entertainment complex fits this modality.

•

77 percent are married

•

43 percent are college graduates

Trip Characteristics:
•

Vacation and pleasure scored 58 percent compared to business at 14 percent,
with the remaining 28 percent attending conventions.

•

Average length of stay is 4.4 days

•

Size of the travel party is 4.2 persons

•

77 percent stay in hotels

•

Half of those staying in hotels use downtown facilities.

Conclusion

The estimated 1993 overnight visitation to San Antonio was approximately 7.0 million
individuals, and is expected to grow to 8.2 million in 1998. Convention delegates
represent a considerable portion of these visitors and expansion of the existing
convention center will add to the total visitor count.

In fact, the reputation of San

Antonio as a visitor destination is growing and the visitors are coming from increasingly
distant origins. Thus, this trend projection could prove very conservative.
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Section 5

COMPARABLE PROJECTS

The Sunset Station development and operating format is being patterned after the
highly successful Church Street Station in Orlando, Florida. The ownership group for
Sunset Station includes the originator of the Church Street Station concept, Robert
Snow. It is a unique operation that has few direct comparables.

A specialty/retail

center was added to the facilities in the m id-1980s. Festival marketplace projects are
relevant comparisons because they tend to attract the same type of visitor, with heavy
emphasis on the tourist. In this section of the report, descriptions of similar projects are
presented to the extent that they could be obtained and within limits of disclosure of
confidential information. Penetrations of the resident and overnight visitor markets are
also calculated.

Church Street Station
Church Street Station evolved over the years to what it is today. It did so in direct
competition with the concentration of recreation facilities in and around Disney World,
including Pleasure Island which is quite similar, but more nightclub-oriented. Rosie
O'Grady's Good Time Emporium opened in 1974 as the successor to a prior operation
under the same name in Pensacola, Florida. The location was in a run down section
of downtown Orlando that was dominated by vacant buildings and warehouses.
Through showmanship, promotion and expansion, Church Street Station became the
highlight of the downtown area and the catalyst for rejuvenation of the area.
Church Street Station is a mixture of live scheduled shows, restaurants,
bars/showrooms, retail shops and other entertainment. The facilities are open from 11
a.m. to 2 a.m. all year, and all but one venue is available to children . There is no cover
charge to any of the facilities before 5 p.m., but after that time the adult admission is
$15.95 and children are charged $9.95 to enjoy the showrooms and dance facilities.
Prices have been raised consistently over the years, with the adult admission rising to
its current level from $8.95 in 1988. Three of the showrooms offer scheduled shows
beginning with Rosie O'Grady's at 7 p.m. , and running 3 to 4 shows nightly. Starting
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times are staggered to encourage visiting more than one venue, and drinks cannot be
carried between venues. Table 5-1 shows the estimated square footage, seating
and fire code capacities for Church Street Station, and summary data on The
Exchange. Figures 4 and 5 present descriptive brochure material on the facilities. In
all, Church Street Station is a high-energy showplace that is finished and furnished
with antiques gathered from around the country and the world. There is a sense of
excitement generated even in the off-season when crowds are smaller. It is more in
the nature of a themed attraction than a nightclub complex.
The facilities are heavily promoted throughout the area, including daily skywriting and
banners towed over crowds at Disney World and other nearby attractions and sporting
events.
The development consisted of approximately 150,000 gross square feet, of which
about 107,000 are what would typically be regarded as gross leasable area. In the
late 1980s, The Exchange was added, with an emphasis on retail uses in 87,000
leasable square feet in a 115,000 square foot building. Church Street Station has
almost 1,900 seats in original structures and additional seating in The Exchange.
Banquets are an important part of the operation, representing as much as 35 percent
of the food and beverage volume. The capacity of the showrooms and restaurants is
estimated at 3,315 people.
Management of Church Street Station estimates that 75 percent of their patrons are
tourists. HPC estimates that the project draws about 3.5 million visitors annually, so
tourists would be about 2.6 million, or an 11 percent penetration of the 23.7 million
tourists visiting the area. That is a very good performance considering that it is more
than a half hour drive from Disney World and some of the other major attractions in the
Orlando area. By way of illustration, only 3,000 of the Orlando area•s 80,000 hotel and
motel rooms (about 4°/o) are located in the downtown area. Many of the visiting
tourists are repeat visitors to the area, and there is a high repeat rate among local
visitors. The facility draws some downtown workers and tourists during daytime hours,
but it is primarily a nighttime attraction. The restaurants and shops are not subject to
the admission charge, and the street scene is free except during street parties
celebrating Halloween, St. Patrick•s Day, Light Up Orlando Night, etc. Considering
those factors, HPC estimates that about 40 percent of the visitors do not pay for
admission to the showrooms.
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Table 5-1
CHURCH STREET STATION FACILITIES

Cagacit~

Square
FoQtage

Seating

Venue
Original DeveiQgment:
Showrooms:
Rosie o•Grady•s Good Time
Emporium

~

Dixieland, Can Can
Deli Sandwich, Hot Dogs

750

8,664

200

Apple Annie•s Courtyard

Folk

156

3,635

60

Phineas Phogg•s Balloon Works

Top 40 hits- Disco

550

9,056

200

The Cheyenne Saloon and
Opera House
Orchid Garden Ballroom

Country-Western

1,000

20,677

800

Live music - ·5os-·9os

454

8,987

350

Restaurants:
Lili Marlene•s Aviator•s Pub
and Restaurant
Crackers Oyster Bar

Fine dining

225

7,316

210

Seafood

180

3,665

70

Cheyenne Saloon Restaurant

Barbeque

Included in Cheyenne Saloon above

Retail and Other

10,000

Sub-Total

3,315

72,000

1,890

Unknown

8,000

Unknown

The Exchange:
Food and Beverage
Arcade

22,000

Retail and Other

57,000

Sub-Total

87,000

Banquet

2,000 seats

35,000

TOTAL

194,000

Note: Square footage is gross leasable area. Does not include administrative space.
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Figure 4

Church Street Station®
ONE-PAGE FACT SHEET
INTRODUCTION
Church Street Station is Orlando's number one nighttime entertainment complex. Entertainment features: Dixieland Jazz, Country and Western music, Rock and Roll classics,-top
40 hits, plus a variety of restaurants and unique shops.
Church Street Station is open year-round from II a.m. to 2 a.m. and is located in historic
downtown Orlando at I -4 and Church Street.

SHOWROOMS
Church Street Station has five spectacular showrooms with entertainment for everyone:
Rosie O'Grady's Good Time Emporium with strummin' banjos, Dixieland Jazz,
Charleston dancers, singing waiters and Can-Can girls; Apple Annie's Courtyard is a
Victorian garden specializing in frozen drinks; Phineas Phogg's Balloon Works featuring
today's Top 40 hits surrounded by decor honoring famous balloonists and their historic
flights; The Cheyenne Saloon and Opera House features Country and Western music
Grand Old Opry-style; and the Orchid Garden Ballroom is a Victorian-style palace featuring live music from the '50s to the '90s.

RESTAURANTS
Our restaurants offer your favonte delicacies including: Lili Marlene's Aviator's Pub and
Restaurant, which caters to the connoisseur of fine dining featuring aged beef and fresh
seafood; The Cheyenne Barbeque Restaurant featuring beef, pork and chicken barbeque
as well as buffalo burgers all served with country fixin's; Crackers Oyster Bar serves fresh
Florida seafood and pasta specialties; Rosie O'Grady's serves deli sandwich~s and Red
Hots (hot dogs) in the Gay '90s Sandwich Parlour; The Cuban Cafe featuring Cuban
sandwiches, soups, salads and more; The Wine Cellar stocks more than 5,000 bottles of
fine wine and offers daily tastings from selected vineyards; and The Exchange Food Pavilion featuring fast convenient foods.

THE CHURCH STREET STATION EXCHANGE
The Exchange is an 87,000 square-foot complex designed to appeal to tourists and Florida
residents alike with more than 50 specialty shops and restaurants in a beautiful Victorian
atmosphere. Commander Ragtime's 1\tlidway of Fun, Food and Games has a carnivalstyle atmosphere with high-tech video games and circus memorabilia.
There is never an admission fee to The Exchange or Commander Ragtime's.

ROSIE O'GRADY'S FLYING CIRCUS
The official airline of Church Street Station consists of three classic planes used for
skywriting and banner towing.
Rosie O'Grady's Flying Circus' fleet of hot air balloons offers guests a Champagne Balloon
flight guided by professional pilots. Upon return to Church Street Station, guests enjoy a
champagne brunch in Lili ~!arlene's Aviator's Pub and Restaurant.
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Figure 5
CHURCH STREET STATION
BROCHURE MATERIAL
I

Fl Church Street Station h

~~Church Street Station ~
~SHOWROOMS~

~THE EXCHANGE~
Open Daily 11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
SPECIALlY
• Victorian Splendor
• African Marketplace
JEWELRY
• Amazing Pictures
• Glitterings
• Black Market Minerals
• Gold N' Time
• Bronze Lady of Orlando
• The Pearl Factory
• Buffalo Trading Co.*
• Time-Tations
• Bum by Emporium*
WOMEN'S APPAREL
• Candy Barrel
• Alexia
• Cards 'N Stuff
•
Club West
• Coaches Corner
• Feminine Flair
• Destination Orlando
• Leather Exchange
• The Flag Shop
• Victoria's Secret
• The Fun Shoppe
MIXED APPAREL
• The Gothic Shop
• Benetton
• Heads Up Hat Shop
• Heatwave
• Historic Families
• Sunshine Sportswear
• House of Ireland
•
Traders
• Kandlestix
• Tut T-shirts
• The Luggage Station
• Ol'Times
SHOES
• Footage Shoes
• Old Town Magic Shop
• Pewter by Ricker
SWEETS
• Sam Goody
• Augusta Jansson
• Scents Unlimited
• Thomas Sweet Ice Cream
• Sunglass Hut
and Chocolate*
• TOKIO Electronics
• Treats
*Located on Church Street
• Udderly Country

• ROSIE O'GRADY'S GOODTIME EMPORIUM
7:30p.m. • 9:00p.m. • 10:30 p.m. • Midnight

• CHEYENNE SALOON & OPFRA HOUSE
8:30p.m. • 10:00 p.m. • 11:30 p.m. (Plus 1:00am. Fri. & Sat.)

• ORCHID GARDEN BAllROOM
8:55p.m. • 10:25 p.m. • 11:55 p.m. (Plus 1:15am. Fri. & Sat.)
• PHINEAS PHOGG'S BAlLOON WORKS
7:00p.m.- 2:00am. (Must be 21 to enter)
• APPI.£ ANNIE'S COURlYARD
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 am.
• COMMANDFR RAGTIME'S
11:00 a.m. - Midnight, Sunday through Thursday
11:00 am.- 1:00 am., Friday & Saturday

-ts RESTAURANTS~
• I.lli MARLENE'S AVIATOR'S PUB & RESI'AURANT
• Prime Rib, steaks, seafood, chicken & pasta
• Prices start at $15.95, Children's menu at $6.95
• Lunch: 11:00 am. - 4:00 p.m. • Dinner: 5:30 p.m. - Midnight

• CRACKERS OYSfER BAR
• Fresh fish, oysters, live Maine lobsters, clams, steaks,
chicken, pasta & appetizers
• Prices start at $9.75, Children's menu at $6.95
• Lunch: 11:00 am. - 4:00 p.m. • Dinner: 4:00 p.m. -Midnight

• CHEYENNE SALOON RESTAURANT
• Barbeque ribs, chicken, pork, Texas-sized steaks &chili
• Prices start at $12.50, Children's menu at $6.95
• Lunch: 11:00 am. - 4:00 p.m. • Dinner: 5:00 p.m. - Midnight

An Automated Teller Machine is located in the
hallway between The Exchange & Apple Annie's

~HISTORIC

RAILROAD

~WINE CELLAR~

DEPOT~

The Century-Old Historic Depot now houses a colorful
array of pushcart vendors and quaint shops such as:
• Sunshine Sportswear • Tut T-Shirts • The Apothecary

• WINE CElLAR

• Choose from more than 5,000 bottles of wine
• Food available from Crackers' Menu • 4:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.

~WEEKLY SPECIALS~

~EATERIES~

• RED HOT MONDAY- Mondays in Rosie O'Grady's
$1.50 beer, cocktails & deli sandwiches, live entertainment
and free peanuts & popcorn • 4:00p.m. -7:00p.m.

• ROSIE 0' GRADY'S GOODTIME EMPORIUM
• Deli sandwiches, hot dogs • 11:00 am. -Midnight
• COMMANDFR RAGTIME'S MIDWAY GRDL
• Hamburgers, hot dogs, french fries and onion rings
- • 11:00 am. - 11:00 p.m.

• NICKEL BEER NITE- Wednesdays in Phineas Phogg's
5~ draft beer • Happy hour before & after
(Must be 21 and over) • 6:30p.m. -7:30p.m.

• 1HE EXCHANGE FOOD PAVIUON
• Fast & convenient foods • 11:00 am. -11:00 p.m.
• Bain's Deli • Chick to Chick • Chinese Cafe • Corrado's
Pizza • Cuban·Cafe • The Greek Place • Rosie's Cantina

• OIEYENNE OOUNfRY QlJB- Thursdays in the
Cheyenne Saloon • 95¢ Longneck beer & wine coolers,
$1.25 Margaritas, $1.50 BBQ sandwiches and live Country
& Western music • 4:30p.m.- 7:30p.m.

~ANNUAL PASSES~

• BACKYARD BARBEQUE- Fridays in the Cheyenne
Restaurant • $5.95 unlimited buffet ·• 11:00 a.m. -3:00p.m.

Enjoy Church Street Station for an entire year ftom date of purchase!
for an additional $10 above full ticket price. Single, Double, VIP and
Corporate annual passes are available at the ticket booth.

• LADIES' NIGHT- Sundays in Phineas Phogg's
Drink specials for ladies • 7:00 p.m.- 2:00 a.m.

Prices, times and events subject to cha~J~Ie.

No admission charge during weekly specials
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Reportedly the retail shops did not do well in the early years of The Exchange. The
original tenant mix had too many stores that were common to the resident or visitor•s
own neighborhood. However, management reports a recycling of tenants to
emphasize specialty and impulse items which has resulted in good sales and a 98
percent occupancy in recent years.

Dallas Alley
Dallas Alley is a nightclub complex located in downtown Dallas that opened in 1986
as an affiliate and tenant of the West End Marketplace. It occupies roughly 40,000
square feet of the 140,000 square feet in the total project, which has never been fully
leased.
Like Church Street Station, the West End Marketplace/Dallas Alley complex was
located in a decaying section of the downtown area and became the focal point of
redevelopment in the total West End Historic District. Unlike Orlando, the Marketplace
burst on the scene as a major renovation project, with its anchor tenant, Dallas Alley,
in place. The entire project cost $25 million to complete, including $3.5 million for
Dallas Alley. Several of the venues have been changed over time to fit the changing
preferences of the market. Each change requires additional capital investment, and
further changes are likely in the future, with the result that the total investment now
exceeds $30 million, including the new 1a-screen theater complex.
Dallas Alley contains seven entertainment venues with a variety of entertainment
formats all of which are available to the visitor who pays a $5 cover charge on
weekends and $3 on weekdays. There is no cover charge in daytime hours. The
format, sizes, and capacities of the venues are shown in Table 5-2, and brochure
material is reproduced in Figure 6.
In addition to the seven facilities which comprise the Dallas Alley nightclubs, there is
an arcade under the same ownership called .. Tilt, .. which is at the base of the adjacent
West End Marketplace and is easily accessible from Dallas Alley by a hallway. Tilt has
approximately 1,200 square feet and a capacity of 250, and is basically a
video/arcade.
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Table 5-2
DALLAS ALLEY/WEST END MARKETPLACE FACILITIES

Venue

Capacity

~

Cowboy Alley

Country-Western
dancing

Froggy Bottoms

Square
Footage

Seating

1,000

10,000

250

Rhythm & Blues live

150

3,500

100

Road-House Saloon

Country bar

150

3,500

75

Bobby Sox

Rock & Roll oldies
Karaoke

200

4,200

200

Take Five

Top 40 dance

150

4,000

120

Alley Cats

Sing-along, dueling
pianos, live

175

2,800

125

Alley-Oops

Sports bar

215

4,700

215

Circulation

7,300

Total Dallas Alley

2,040

Retail and Other West End Marketplace

40,000

1,085

60,000

Total

100,000

Note: Square footage is gross leasable area. Does not include administrative space.
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One of the most popular clubs in
Dallas Alley, Alley Cats is a dueling
piano sing-a-long bar. The pianists
perform classic sing-a-longs nightly.
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Take 5 is popular
with upscale,
sophisticated
clientele, and is
polished and sleek.
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Dallas' most
exciting Top 40
dance room from
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Figure 6
DALLAS ALLEY
BROCHURE MATERIAL
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DALLAS ALLEY'S PREMIUM BRANDS

Hours: 6 p.m. - 2 a.m.
No Cover Charge on Sunday
Mon.- Thur. - $3
Fri. & Sat. - $5
For party rental info and schedules, call720-0170.

Dallas Alley has become one of Texas' best
known landmarks. Reminiscent of New Orleans'
Bourbon street, it offers dubgoers a variety of .
entertainment withzn a short walking distance.
Its eight nightclubs offer everythinxlrom the latest in
Top_ 40 dance rock £6 rhythm ancfb?ues to country.
Patrons have access ;ur one low cover charge. ·
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Named after the taverns near tile Trinity
River Bottoms in the early 1900's,
Froggy Bottoms continues the tradition
of those clubs with the best rhythm and
blues entertainment of the region .

.Dance Floor featuring the
Latest And All The Favorites
ln Country & Western Music!

LVow Offering A 685 Sq. ft.

R ecerztly Renovated, Prentier
Country- Western Saloon in
Downtown Dallas.

BRAND NEW
AND EXCITING -
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Figure 6
DALLAS ALLEY
BROCHURE MATERIAL
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Bobby Sox , for a trip through time, where
saddle shoes and rock-n-roll are hits . Bop
to the favorite hits of yesteryear
played by an entertaining D.J.
or sing-along to Laser Karaoke.
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This country bar brings a taste of the
Old West to Dallas Alley with its country
music and Texan ambiance . Regional
country bands perform for two-step pin'
fans or D.J. 's spin hits to entertain you.
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is the carnival of the future with a
36-foot tall High Striker as its center
piece. The electronic game and video
arcade entertains young and old.
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Huge video screens in Alley Oops
sports bar bring televised sports to life.
The bar features five billiard tables and
two Pop-a-shop basketball games.
No cover charge in Alley Oops.

~~~

Dallas Alley brings in an estimated $12 million in annual revenues (including the
arcade). About $3 million is attributable to cover charges.
The entire complex has approximately 750,000 visitors per year, with about 75 percent
local residents. Other per capita spending, including food, drinks, and arcade games,
is almost $11.00. On a typical weekend night more than 6,000 patrons visit Dallas
Alley. The complex is primarily a nighttime spot, and all the venues are open 7 nights
a week.
Conventioneers and other tourists were about equal to locals in the early years of
operation. Alley Cats appeals to an older crowd with dueling pianos and sing-alongs,
as does Bobby Sox with oldies and Karaoke. The rest of the club draws people under
the age of 25 for the most part.
Although Dallas Alley draws substantial crowds, it has become a gathering place for a
young crowd that tends to drive away some of the more mature and upscale audience
among the local population and tourist and convention visitors.

Other areas of

downtown and several suburban locations (Dave & Busters, for example, in two
locations) provide intense competition.
HPC estimates that the West End Marketplace generates about $30 million in total
revenues annually (including the new 10-screen cinema) about 40 percent of which is
attributable to Dallas Alley. A brochure with the current tenant list is reproduced in

Figure 7.
The 55-acre West End Historic District as a whole is reported to be the most significant
historic area in Dallas. It also is the home of the Dallas World Aquarium, the Kennedy
Exhibit, and 40 restaurants and nightclubs. The business association for the district
claims that it draws six million visitors per year. It is clearly one of the places to visit in
Dallas, and the West End Marketplace claims to host 4.0 to 4.5 mill ion visitors
annually, suggesting that two-thirds or more of visitors to the District visit their facilities.
HPC believes that the number is closer to 3 million, including the new multiplex
theater. Planet Hollywood will open soon in the Marketplace and expects to generate
about $12 million in sales which will add to attendance.
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WEST END MARKETPLACE

Figure 7

603 Munger Ave. at Market Street • 214-748-4801
Building Hours: 11 :00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., Mon. - Thurs.
11 :00 a.m. to midnight, Fri. - Sat
Noon to 6:00 p.m., Sun.

DOWNTOWN DALLAS

~~~{Wo
WFS• •
MARKETPLACE

The entire West End Histone D1stnct 1s a delightful blend of turn-of-thecentury architecture, red-brick streets, horse-drawn carriages and
Victorian-era lamp posts. Experience the charm of the West End and
the excitement of the West End MarketPlace.

Located in the 55-acre West End H1storic District, the West End
MarketPlace is considered to be the anchor for this exceptional
entertainment and dining area. The MarketPlace is within easy walking
distance of many of the West End 's popular restaurants, n1ghtclubs and
downtown hotels, as well as the Dallas Museum of Art, the Morton H.
Meyerson Symphony Center and The Sixth Floor exhibit on President
John F. Kennedy. The Dallas Market Center and the Dallas Convention
Center are JUSt a five-minute cab ride away. The West End MarketPlace
can be accessed from Interstate 35 (Stemmons Frwy.) by taking the
Continental Street exit From Highway 75 (N Central Expressway), take
Woodall Rodgers Frwy and ex1t at F1eld St.

The West End MarketPlace is housed in a turn-of-the-century structure
that boasts a rich and savory history. Built in the early 1900s, it was
once the home of the Brown Cracker & Candy Co. It continued its
production of baked goods from 1946 until the early '60s, under the
Sunshine Biscuit Co. name. Original fixtures and building materials are
preserved throughout the building, including solid yellow Texas pine
beams, the red-brick exterior and interior walls, maple floors and
multi-paned windows. The five-story atrium topped with a massive
skylight floods the space with light and creates a beautiful atmosphere
for the more than 50 retail shops and pushcarts that occupy the
MarketPlace. The West End MarketPlace opened in 1986 as one of the
first retail and entertainment facilities of its kind. Its unique blend of
one-of-a-kind shops, eateries and entertainment venues makes it an
attractive shopping stop and night spot.

The Wat End MarketPlace
'-;y ......
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See it for yourselft

place to see and be seen.

fun for the vvhole family. The West End MarketPlace is the

shops, delectable edibles, a 10-screen movie theater and

tv\arketPiace has it all. Live music, galleries, one-of-a-kind

movie at the West End Cinema 10, the West End

away at one of Dallas Alle'fs seven clubs, or catching a

Whether you spend the day shopping, dancing the night

to rare autographs, fabulous food to fanciful fashions.

shops and pushcarts offering everything from rare antiques

place is really hoppin'! Four floors of unique specialty retail

·. buildings filled with food, fashion and fu~, this

W

elcome to the West End MarketPlace! With three

The Hoppin~ Boppin~ .
Shoppin' Place!!
Kallsher, Inc. .....- -.............~........................._.......... Level One
Sl.rdries & person~~lized children's books.
West End Cigars ....-~............................................ Level One
Complete smoke shop with fine pipe tobaccos & ci~rs. 220-1264.
Amazing Pictures .................- ...........................- .............. Level Two
Pictlxe yourself as yr:xx faYOrite ITlO'Iie or sports star. 871-7566.
ColorTree ............................................................................... Level Two
Stationery, cards, pens and Texas gifts. 79!J-m7.
Muslcland ...............................................................................Level Two
A h.Jge assortment of music «"d videos. 922·9309.
Alamo Flags ......................................................................... Level Three
Flags & flag-related apparel from around the world. 220-2122.
. The Future Co...................................................................... Level Three
High-tech gifts, electronics &accessories. 969·0901 .
Antique Angle .................................................................... Level Three
Antiques & collectibles. 954·1864.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

{Continued)

WEST END MARKETPLACE
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Paplllon nes ......................................................................... Level One
Fine men's neckwear & accessories. 79fJ·2299.
Sungear .................................................................................Level One
Fashion & designer slX1glasses. 79!J-4066.
Texas T·Shlrt Co.................................................................... Level One
Texas-themed T·shirts & sportswear. 79!J-7125.
Accentrlc:Jty ........................................................................... Level Two
Fashion & designer jewelry. 954-1747.
Destination Dallas ........_,.._........................................... Level Two
Imprinted sportsweM & accessories. 880-7475.
Dallas Mavericks Locker Room .........._ , _...................... Level Two
Sports apparel person~~lized with the logos of the Mavericks, CO'M:x;)ys
and Rangers. 871-9088.
·
lnt'l Boutique ..................................- .......- ....................... Level Two
Apparel, jewelry and accessories from N!exico, Africa and other
coootries. 871-9141.
Leather Luggage .............................- ••- ............................ Level Two
Hand-tooled l~ther luggage, wallets ~nd purses from
South America. 922-9366.

FOR WEARIN' OR DRESSIN'

Cartoon Connec:tlon .............................................................. Level One
Cartoon caricatures and portraits of individuals in the flesh or
from photos. 255·2284.
• Cowboy Video ..- ................................- .......................... Level One
Westem·themed video photo buttons, cups, T-shirts «"d other
mementos. 922-7033.
• Great Illusions ............- ...................................................... Level One
~ yr:xx photo taken on a bull for a great Texas memento! 922· 7033.
• Elusive Image ......................................................................... Level One
A ~llery of holographic images. 79!J-(J)60.
• . Celebrity Autographs·...........- ............................................ Level Two
Rare autographs & autographed photos from the world of sports,
politics & ITlO'Iies. 754-5939.
·
• FreeFIIght Gallery ......................................................~......... Level Three
Pottery, wcx:>dNolks, jewelry and glass. 79!J-9147.
• 'Toons .................................................................................Level Three
Limited edition and original production cartoon merchandise. 871-9055.
• Southwest Hobby ............................................................... Level Three
Sports plaques, baseball cards and other unique sports
memorabilia. 969-0353.

•

FOR HANGIN', FRAMIN', OR COLLECTIN'

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

FOR SHOPPIN' & SHARIN'

I

• Dallas Convention & Visitors Bureau .................................... Level One
Tourism Information Booth. 746-6665.
·

FOR VISITIN' & .SIGHT·SEEIN'

• Alley Cats, Dallas Alley ....................................... Old Coc:a-Cola Bldg.
Dueling piano sing-along bar. 79!J-0170.
• Alley Oops I, Dallas Alley .................................... Old Coc:a-Cola' Bldg.
Sports bar with billiard tables and Pop·A·Shot
basketball games. 79!J-0170.
• Take 5, Dallas Alley ............................................·•Old Coc:a-Cola Bldg.
Top-40 dance club. 79!J-0170.
• Froggy Bottoms, Dallas Alley ....................................... Fountain Level
Cort bar featuring original rock and rhythm &blues. 720-0170.
• nit at Dallas Alley ........................................................ Fountain Level •
MI:Jfe than 100 electronic video and other games. 79!J-7276.
• Bobby Sox, Dallas Alley ...................................................... Level One
Dance to your faYOrite tunes from the '50s, '60s & 70s. 720·0170.
• Paragon, Dallas Alley ........................................................... Level One
Eurotech contemporary dance. room. 79!J-0170.
• · The Roadhouse Saloon, Dallas Alley ................................... Level One
Country & western bar featuring live music. 79!J-0170.
• West End MarkctPJac:e Cinema 10 ....................................... Level Four
A first-run movie tHeater with 10 plush cinemas featuring
state-of-the-art sound.

FOR DANCIN', BOPPIN', OR PLAYIN'

• The Fudgery ......................................................................... Level One
Gourmet fudge made right before your eyes. 79!J-1062.
• The Longhorn Jc:e Cream Saloon .......................................... Level One
Texas-made Blue Bell ice cream. 880-0078.
• The Candy Barrel .................................................................. Level Two
Hard candy & taffy from around the world. 720-7149.
• The Cookie Jar ..................................................................... Level Two
Cookies & brownies made from scratch daily. 871 -2166.
• Uttle Taste of Texas ............................................................ Level Two
Texas wines & gourmet food items. 754-0877.
• A Sllc:e of Italy Plxxeria ....................................................... Level Four
New York· & Chicago-style pizzas and calzones. 720-7140.
• Bllmple ................................................................................ Level Four
Cold & hot sub sandwiches & fresh salads. 871 -28l7.
• El Polio Plcante ................................................................... Level Four
Charbroiled chicken & fajitas with all the fixings. 79!J-7148.
• Flying Fruit Fantasy ............................................................. Level Four
Natural fruit shakes & soft frozen yogurt. 954·1505.
• Hot Dlgglty Dog .................................................................. Level Four
All-beef dogs & sausages with chili, sauerkral!t,
onions & the worl<s. 954·1505.
,
• Star Bar .........................................................;...........\.......... Level Four
Beer, mixed drinks and coffee drinks. 79!J-9146.
• Steak Express ...................................................................... Level Four
Philadelphia cheese steaks, hamburgers &fries. 954-1033.

FOR DRINKIN', EATIN' & SNACKIN'

• Primarily Purple ...................................................................... Level Tw·
A world of purple gifts, apparel and accessories. 754-0423.
• The Art of Art ....................................................................... Level Thre
Original & personalized airbrushed T·shirts. 871·1652.
• Wild Bill's Western Store ...................................................... Level Thre·
Western wet1 including hats and custom boots. 954·1 050.

The Historic District was established in 1975 and a $1 million bond issue financed
streetscape improvements that were completed in 1981. By 1983, the District had only
one retail establishment, a restaurant that produced less than $100,000 in annual
sales and liquor tax revenue. In 1984 and 1985, the eight-year property tax freeze for
rehabilitated landmark buildings and the streetscape improvements resulted in
initiation of $70 million in private investment including the Marketplace and Dallas
Alley. In 1987, retail/restaurant sales in the District topped $72 million and produced
in excess of $5.5 million in taxes and $3.3 million in parking and fines revenue. There
were 30 restaurants, 10 nightclubs and over 130 retail shops (most of the latter two
categories were in the Marketplace). As shown previously in Section 3, in the Zip
Code Zone containing the District, sales of eating and drinking places alone increased
by $40 million between 1983 and 1986.

City Walk - Universal Studios, California.
City Walk is an attempt to bring together the character of Los Angeles area that
are/were public promenades of nationwide awareness and local nostalgia. It is also
designed to tie together the crowds visiting the largely tourist-oriented Universal
Studio Tour and the 18 screen Cineplex and Amphitheater, which primarily serve local
residents. The City Walk complex is about two blocks long and has an emphasis on
themed restaurants and entertainment venues, which represent more than 70 percent
of the present 227,000 square feet of space. A planned addition of about 100,000
square feet will also have more than 70 percent restaurant and entertainment space.
Before the opening of City Walk in 1993, tourists represented about 60 percent of total
attendance at the Universal City venues. Local residents accounted for 40 percent,
but less than 20 percent of the tour attendance. Most of the local resident attendance
was drawn to the amphitheater, the movie theaters and three major restaurants
outside the tour gate. City Walk has increased total attendance to more than 10 million
annually, of which an estimated 60 percent are local residents. Most of the visitors to
the tour, the amphitheater and the movie theaters also spend some time at City Walk.
Many local residents visit the complex without a predetermined movie or restaurant in
mind, and make that choice after arrival.

The complex is viewed as a safe

environment that is fun for people-watching and impulse entertainment. On a busy
weekend, City Walk plays host to about 150,000 visitors.
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While City Walk is much larger and more varied than the Sunset Station project, it
illustrates the benefits of synergism that can be attained from a variety of facilities
located in close proximity to one another.

The Forum Shops at Caesars- Las Vegas, NV
The Forum Shops, opened in 1992, is also a unique development that is more retail
oriented, but is pertinent because it includes a strong entertainment element. Located
at the pedestrian focal point of the famous Las Vegas Strip, the project was designed
to draw visitors off the street and into the shops and the Casino. An elaborate and
massive domed courtyard houses the Fountain of the Gods, recapturing the refinement
and grandeur of a Roman Piazza. At the Festival Fountain an animated robotic show,
including lasers, music and sound effects, depicts Bacchus, God of merriment and
wine, hosting a party with Apollo, Plutus and Venus. Storefront facades and common
areas resemble an ancient Roman streetscape, with immense columns and arches,
central piazzas, ornate fountains and classic statuary. Overhead, on a barrell-vaulted
ceiling, a constantly changing sky completes an evolution of day into night.
The Forum Shops contain over 70 shops and restaurants (see Figure 8) as well as
an arcade and a new motion simulation ride in 240,000 square feet of gross leasable
area. Planet Hollywood will soon be added in a 10,000 square foot space. Sales
average a phenomenal $700 per square foot. Tourists represent about 90 percent of
the 15.3 million annual visitors to The Forum Shops.
The Forum Shops illustrate the effect of a free attraction that becomes a .. must see ..
event for visitors to Las Vegas. Although almost two-thirds of the visitors do not make
a purchase, the power to draw them in and feed them to the shops and through to the
casino is a powerful lesson.

The street scene at Church Street Station has that

capacity, and Sunset Station should also have an active entertainment component
outside the gated areas.

Festival Shopping Centers
Festival centers are different from the Sunset Station concept in that there is very little
retail in the proposed project. As indicated previously, there is a significant retail
component in Church Street Station, Universal City Walk and The Forum Shops.
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Figure 8
THE 0

OPS AT CAESARS

WOMEN'S FASIDONS
AnnTaylor
Bebe
Cache
Express Compagnie Intemationale
Plaza Escada
St. John

MEN'S APPAREL
Bernini
Cuzzens
Kerkorian
Knot Shop, The
Structure
Vasari

SPECIALTY APPAREL
A/X Armani Exchange
Beyond the Beach
Boogie's Diner of Aspen
French Room, The
Gianni Versace
Gucci
Guess
Nazareno Gabrielli
North Beach Leather
Rose of Sharon-Size 14 & Up
Versus
Victoria's Secret

JEWELRY
Bulgari 1ewelers
M.J. Christensen's Jewelers
N~ Landau Hyman
Zero Gravity

SHOES
Avventura
Bruno Magli
Just For Feet
Shoooz at The Forum
Stuart Weitzman * coming soon
ART GALLERIES
Galerie Lassen
Minotaur's Forum Gallery
One World
Thomas Charles Gallery

SPECIALTY SHOPS
Animal Crackers
Antiquities
Brookstone
Caesars World
Christian Dior * coming soon
Crystal Galleria
Davante
El Portal Luggage
Endangered Species
Field of Dreams
Kids Kastle
Louis Vuitton
Magic Masters
Magnet Maximus
Museum Company, The
Porsche Design
Roman Times
Sports Logo
Stuffd
Sun gear
Warner Brothers Studio Store
West of Santa Fe

FOOD
Bertolini's
Boogie's Diner of Aspen
Chocolate Chariot
La Salsa
Palm, The
Planet Hollywood * coming soon
Spago
Stage Deli
Sweet Factory
Swensen's Ice Cream
SERVICES
Foto Forum
GENERAL INFORMATION
Customer Service Center
Management Office/Security
U.S. Postal Service

ENTERTAINMENT
Cinema Ride * coming soon
CyberStation

Merchant Listing By Category (3-4-94)

*Please confum prior to publication.
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Festival centers usually have an array of specialty shops as evidenced by a review of
the tenant mix at Faneuil Hall Marketplace, which lists 138 tenants, 22 of which are
restaurant and entertainment venues and 39 are specialty food outlets. The
successful festival marketplace is an entertainment venue and is an attraction to
residents and tourists alike as indicated by this public relations piece from Faneuil
Hall Marketplace:
"THAT'S
ENTERTAINMENT,
MARKETPLACE

THAT'S

FANEUIL

HALL

It's not unusual to see a man balancing a wheelbarrow on his head or to find a
Boston Celtics player coaching young children as they shoot from half court,
because Faneuil Hall Marketplace is the top entertainment location in Boston-and it's all free!
. Each season is celebrated at Faneuil Hall Marketplace with truly New England
events and festivities, not to mention the more than 3, 000 free performances
that take place on an annual basis. The Marketplace hosts acts featuring
school children, jazz musicians, opera singers and street performers in addition
to the many special free exhibits and community events that are featured
throughout the open-air marketplace.
"In a way, shopping has become incidental to the people who visit Faneuil Hall
Marketplace. We bring the experience of entertainment and the gift of the street
life and space to the City of Boston," says Bob O'Brien, vice president and
general manager of Faneuil Hall Marketplace.
The Marketplace is an important member of the community, providing a central
location for public entertainment all year long. Known throughout the world for
its entertainment opportunities, Faneuil Hall Marketplace attracts performers
from as far as the Soviet Union, Italy, and South America. On any given day,
any time of the year, visitors will be treated to a variety of performances.
From street performers who take their act around the country, to sidewalk artists
who raise awareness of the opportunities for the children around the world,
Faneuil Hall Marketplace is a retail center that brings with it a genuine
enthusiasm and interest in the art of entertainment."
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It is likely that members of the client group, or others, will develop much of the adjacent
St. Paul Square with specialty shops and other entertainment venues. It would be
beneficial to have at least a 6-screen multiplex theater developed nearby to generate
additional nighttime crowds.

Market Penetration Rates for Comparable Attractions
Table 5-3 shows data on the estimated market penetrations for the above cited
projects and three other Rouse Company projects. There is a wide range of results
reflecting the composition of the markets and the location of the project relative to the
focal point of tourism. Church Street Station, for example, draws only 11.2 percent of
the tourist market in the Orlando area, but it is a 30 minute drive from the heart of the
tourist flow, which is centered around Disney World. On the other hand, The Forum
Shops are at the center of the massive action on the Las Vegas Strip and draw 62.5
percent of the tourist market. Universal City Walk is an hour drive from the main tourist
destination around Disneyland, but feeds off a very large resident market of five
counties. The West End Marketplace-Dallas Alley complex has a low penetration of
the Dallas tourist market, drawing a declining share because it is not a very well done
project, and is getting a second level customer.

The Rouse Company•s festival

marketplace projects generally do well in both the resident and tourist markets
Sunset Station is not on the River Walk, but it is close enough to be a beneficiary of the
tourism concentrated in that area. Conversely, tourists visiting Church Street Station
must make a conscious decision to travel to the project, bypassing Disney World•s
Pleasure Island facilities that are quite similar. Under the circumstances of distance
and intense competition, Church Street Station•s ability to draw 11 percent of the
visitors is evidence of the appeal of the concept.

Conclusion
The performance of other comparable projects indicates that location relative to the
focal point of tourism is an important determinant of tourist market capture. They also
indicate that a well-executed project can draw repeat visitation from both the resident
and tourist markets. They can become a favored spot for residents to pass time and
entertain visiting friends and relatives.
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Source: Harrison Price Company.

Note: Market penetration includes repeat visitation by local residents, particularly from workers in nearby office centers.
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240,000

872 22,000

4, 756 12,000

16,756
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22,872

2,438 23,700

Available Market
Total Resid. Tour.
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26,138

2,650

Forum Shops, NV

7,050

900

3,550

GLA

Proiect:

Visitors
Total Resid. Tour
(thou.) (thou.) (thou.)

Market Penetration Rates for Comparable Attractions

Table 5-3

The Sunset Station project is close enough to the heart of tourism activity in San
Antonio to have a distinct advantage in penetrating the tourist market compared to
some of the comparables (Church Street Station, Universal CityWalk). It is also
adjacent to the Alamodome, which will draw large volumes of local residents to the
area throughout the year.
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Section 6
THE TOURISTIC INFRASTRUCTURE OF THE SAN ANTONIO AREA

The existing and planned touristic infrastructure should be clearly understood to
effectively evaluate the potentials of the restaurant/entertainment complex planned
for Sunset Station. A growing tourist base must be served by an increased inventory
of activities or it will be smothered by overcrowding. Each new development should
add to the variety of activities available to the visitor. The Sunset Station concept is
so unique that is will add immensely to the visitor appeal of San Antonio. It will
provide a new reason to visit--or revisit--the area.

This section of the report

describes the existing and planned developments.
TOURIST FACILITIES IN DOWNTOWN SAN ANTONIO

San Antonio is similar to cities such as New York, San Francisco and Santa Fe in
that the focal point of their touristic infrastructure is in the downtown area. Led by
the Alamo and the River Walk, the downtown area has a number significant
attractions for tourists and residents alike.
The Alamo is Texas• most popular historical attraction, with an estimated 3 million

visitors in 1993. The Alamo is the site of the famous 1836 battle in which 189
defenders held the site against 4,000 Mexican troops for 13 days.
The San Antonio River Walk (Paseo del Rio) has shops, restaurants, hotels, an
amphitheater and a convention center lining the richly landscaped banks of the river,
with a unique ambiance and scale that adds to its popularity, and today commands
some of the highest retail rents in the city. City Parks officials place the number of
annual visitors at 8 million (with many repeats), including downtown workers and
other local residents.
San Antonio River Boats are a prime feature of the river experience in downtown

San Antonio. The boats tour the River Walk arm and the extension as well as a
portion of the main river channel. Most first-time San Antonio visitors who visit the
Paseo del Rio ride the boats for a $3 fee.
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El Mercado & Market Square recreates for shoppers the bustling marketplaces
found in Mexico and has been a tourist attraction downtown for many years, with
several popular restaurants and many shops. Market square is host to nineteen
festivals (fiestas) scheduled throughout the year. This complex is estimated to draw
5 million visitors annually according to its manager. Tourists account for about 80
percent of the visitors, who come mostly in the daytime except during fiestas.

La Villita is a collection of 28 shops and two restaurants located in restored
buildings that were some of the original structures from the early settlement of San
Antonio. It is a popular tourist destination with a unique scale and ambiance. La
Villita contains the Arneson River Theatre, and is the home of numerous events,
including the .. Night in Old San Antonio .. celebration during Fiesta. La Villita plays
host to 300 special events annually.

Rivercenter is a mixed-use development including a major regional mall with over
130 stores and 2 department store anchors, a 1,000-room convention hotel, and an
extensive entertainment element, with an IMAX Theater, nine movie theaters, a
comedy club, and six restaurants, specialty shops and a food court centered around
an extension of the San Antonio River. An entertainment island created at the end
of the river serves, along with wide portions of the River Walk, serve as a platform
for free performances by Mariachis and other musical and dance troops. It is
estimated that Rivercenter generates about $350 million in annual sales and that it
draws about two-thirds of that volume from tourists. It is a very active place and is
truly a part of the tourist attractions in the area.

HemisFair Park is the site of what was the HemisFair World Exposition in 1968.
The park is home to the Tower of the Americas, the Downtown All-Around Children•s
Playground, the proposed development of the German Heritage Park, and many
other facilities. HemisFair Park is also bordered by the Convention Center on the
north, the Federal complex on the south, and the Alamodome is just across the
expressway to the east. A $12 mill ion renovation of the 15 acre park was completed
in 1988

The Tower of the Americas is 750 feet tall and was built as the theme structure of
HemisFair in 1968, representing unity in the Western Hemisphere. It received a $1.2
million renovation in 1990. The tower contains a 300-seat revolving restaurant and a
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150-seat cocktail lounge below the observation level. The tower attracted 581,000
visitors (paid attendance) in fiscal 1992-93, down nine percent from 1990-91.
Observation level adult admission is $2.50 and $1.25 is charged for trips to the
restaurant.

The Institute of Texan Cultures is a state-operated museum that highlights the
history of the state•s development and the over thirty cultures from around the world
that contribute to Texas• rich and diverse heritage. Opened in 1968 as the Texas
Pavilion at HemisFair, the Institute hosts more than 400,000 visitors a year and
contains over 50,000 square feet of exhibits.
Southwest Craft Center is located on the grounds of the old Ursuline Academy and
offers courses in arts and crafts, also serving as resident studios for a number of
San Antonio artisans. The Craft Center was established in 1965, and hosts a
number of workshops and events throughout the year, attracting a variety of visitors
and San Antonio•s residents alike.
The Mexican Cultural Institute is an organization that promotes San Antonio•s
heritage of historical, cultural, traditional, and social bonds with Mexico. The Institute
has frequent exhibits of world-class art and sponsors many cultural events.
The St. Paul Square Historic District, centered around the intersection of E.
Commerce and Hoefgen Streets, contains a variety of restored historic buildings.
The centerpiece is the old Southern Pacific Depot, which is the subject of this study.
The IMAX Theater located in the Rivercenter features a specially-made film
.. Aiamo ... The Price of Freedom .. shown five times daily beginning at 10 a.m. on a sixstory high screen. Two other films from their library are interspersed with the Alamo
film. Adult admission is $6 for the 42 minute film and they attract approximately
525,000 visitors, almost all tourists. Lack of interest in the specialty films in the
evening caused IMAX to show current feature films starting at 8 p.m.

Ripley•s Believe It or Not and Plaza Theatre of Wax

are located near the
Alamo. Ripley•s has eight themes and over 500 exhibits, and the wax museum
presents four themes and over 225 wax figures. No information on attendance was
available.
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The Hertzberg Circus Museum features more than 20,000 items of Big Top
memorabilia, including a collection of antique circus posters, Tom Thumb's carriage,
e-ring circus. Attendance unknown.
and a detailed model of the thre_
Historical Sites abound in the downtown area, as well as several smaller museums.
The architecture and historic culture of downtown is an attraction for many visitors.
This route stops in key locations downtown to serve visitors that are staying in the
central business district.

Other significant historical sites include the Spanish

Governor•s Palace, San Fernando Cathedral and the Navarro House.
RETAIL SPACE IN DOWNTOWN SAN ANTONIO

There is an estimated 2 million square feet of ground-level retail space in downtown
San Antonio. Rivercenter, completed in 1988, adds another 1.067 million square
feet. Thus, downtown has a total of approximately 3 million square feet of retail
space. An estimated 10,000 people are employed in downtown retail establishments.
A 1993-94 DownTown Owners Association survey of 581 retail spaces located in the
core of downtown, of which 448 were occupied and 133 were vacant retail or
potential retail spaces.

As shown in Table 6-1, 117 restaurant/food service

establishments represent 26 percent of the total occupied spaces, and a total of 277
are in products that may serve visitors. These figures do not consider Rivercenter
Mall occupancy.
Rivercenter Mall is the retail anchor for the eastern portion of downtown. The
1 ,067,000-square-foot development contains 130 shops and stores.

The

development has direct linkage to the River Walk and has been extremely
successful. Construction on Rivercenter began in 1984 at a total cost of $225
million, and it opened in 1988.
DOWNTOWN SAN ANTONIO EVENTS AND FIESTAS
Plaza Nites is a successful after-work mixer (admission-free) and is held every

Thursday evening during the season at Travis Park.
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Table 6-1
RETAIL SPACES IN DOWNTOWN SAN ANTONIO

Number of
Businesses

Percent

117
32
28
24
24
15
13
9
6
5
2
2

26.1°/o
7.1 °/o
6.3°/o
5.4o/o
5.4°/o
3.3°/o
2.9°/o
2.0°/o
1.3o/o
1.1°/o
0.4°/o
0.4°/o

277

61.8°/o

53
45
44
20
5
4

11.8o/o
1 O.Oo/o
9.8°/o
4.5°/o
1.1°/o
0.9o/o

Sub-Total

171

38.2°/o

TOTAL

448

Resident & Tourist Service:
Restaurant/Food Service
Hobby/Special Interest
Clothing & Accessories
Gifts/Specialty
Other Retail
Food Store
Jewelry
General Merchandise
Shoe Sales/Repair
Recreation
Liquor
Drugs

Sub-Total
Resident Service:
General Office
Financial
Miscellaneous
Personal Services
Home Furnishings
Home Appliances-Electronics

Note: There were also 133 vacant retail spaces, or 581 total spaces.

Source: San Antonio Downtown Owners Association
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Jazz•SALive is San Antonio's annual downtown jazz event in Travis Park, with three
days of outstanding music. This admission-free festival, held the third weekend in
September, with over 40,000 people in attendance over the three days.

A Night in Old San Antonio is San Antonio's favorite Fiesta event, with 20,000
Conservation Society volunteers and friends working together to present NIOSA to
more than 100,000 fun-seekers every year. NIOSA is held during Fiesta Week, San
Antonio's 94-year-old celebration commemorating the Battle of San Jacinto, in which
Texas won independence from Mexico on April21, 1836.
Southwest Craft Center Fiesta Arts Fair is held on the grounds of the Southwest
Craft Center, is regarded by Fiestagoers as a Fiesta "best buy' and the best familyoriented event held during San Antonio's frenzied fiesta week.

Texas Cavaliers• River Parade began in 1941 and draws more than 150,000
people to the banks of the San Antonio River for live music, celebrities and lights on
over fifty festively decorated floats.
Battle of Flowers Parade started in 1891 features participants in blossombedecked, horse-drawn carriages pelting each other with fresh flowers, streamers
and confetti. Over the years, the annual celebration became "Fiesta San Antonio"
and the parade became the "Battle of Flowers." Today, the Battle of Flowers is the
fourth largest parade in the United States and the only major parade run entirely by
women.

Fiesta Flambeau Parade presents dazzling floats, outstanding bands and other
grand surprises lighting up the night as the greatest illuminated night parade in the
country as it winds its way through downtown San Antonio.

River Bottom Festival & Mud Parade gives people who enjoy getting down and
brown the chance to salute the annual draining of the river bend area of the San
Antonio River in January.
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Great Country River Festival is a weekend river festival showcasing regional and

national country music talent. It features bands along the river banks and on floating
stages moving around the river bend. (September event)
Holiday River Parade includes more than 50,000 lights illuminating the River Walk.

In 1993, over 100,000 people crowded the river•s banks to watch the 23 elaborately
decorated floats wind their way along the San Antonio River, while another 200,000
watched a live-telecast of the parade. The parade is held in November.
Pachanga del Rio is an annual .. grazers evening in paradise .. , with 18 downtown

restaurants participating in a progressive dinner party along the river. The event is
held in September.
Other Paseo del Rio events include Carnival del Rio (February), St. Patrick•s River
Dyeing (March), Fiesta Mariachi (April), Scout Canoe Race (August), Fiesta de
las Luminarias, River Art Fair, and Las Posadas (December).

The Texas Folklife Festival is held each year at the University of Texas• Institute of
Texan Cultures in HemisFair Park. The festival spotlights over 30 ethnic and cultural
groups from across the state. The festival annually draws 100,000 participants and
exhibitors, and approximately 70,000 visitors over the 4-day period. The 1994 Texas
Folklife Festival will run from August 4-7. All events are free and open to the public.
Rivercenter Christmas Pageant .. Tonight There is a Star in the Sky .. is a free 45-

minute pageant, depicting the traditional journey to Bethlehem and the birth of the
Christ child presented on water. A series of five river barges, featuring vignettes of
the Christmas story, float into the Rivercenter lagoon and surround the
Entertainment Island where the classic nativity scene unfolds.

The Christmas

pageant is presented each weekend throughout the month of December.
This year•s inaugural .. Alamo Bowl .. was a major success and drew over 47,000
fans. This exciting event was a boost for hotel operators and the visitor industry
during a normally slow time of year.
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MAJOR ADDITIONS COMPLETED AND PLANNED IN DOWNTOWN SAN
ANTONIO
The Majestic Theatre was built in 1928 and was recently renovated to it's original
grandeur.

Today the Majestic is the scene of the San Antonio Symphony

performances of more than 65 Classical, POPS and other community concerts each
year, bringing thousands of music lovers to what is emerging as San Antonio•s
downtown Theatre Arts District.
The Alamodome is a multi-use facility. The field level contains an electrical grid that
will accommodate major exhibits and trade shows. An arena-sized facility can be
created within the dome for smaller events such as basketball games, with seating
for 35,000. The Alamodome is the new home court of the NBA San Antonio Spurs.
Also scheduled are major college regular season football games, The Alamo Bowl,
and NFL pre-season games. Many dates for trade shows, concerts, etc. have been
booked for future years. It will host the 1996 NBA All-Star weekend in 1996. The
NCAA has awarded the 1998 Final Four and the 1997 Regional Finals of the men•s
NCAA basketball tournament to San Antonio. Management expects to host at least
110 events annually at this facility, which is immediately south of Sunset Station. In
its first year the Alamodome played host to 2.3 million people at 85 events.
Extrapolated to 110 events at average attendance of 27,000, the annual figure could
reach about 3 million.

The University of Texas at San Antonio is planning branch campus in downtown
San Antonio with a projected enrollment of between 4,500 and 7,500 students will be
by the year 201 0.
Plans are underway to renovate the historic Aztec Theater building into a upscale
dinner theater featuring live entertainment and special effects. Plans also include a
separate restaurant on the River Walk and a hotel or apartment project in the floors
above.

Presidio Plaza is a 47,000-square-foot entertainment complex under development
on the South bank of the San Antonio River Walk at Navarro Street.

The

development will emphasize entertainment and dining in a Spanish Presidio setting
along the river. The development will have a microbrewery with live entertainment in
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8,000 square feet.

Planet Hollywood (bar & grill) and Sub City Crab Shack and

Barbecue (country & western theme restaurant) are reportedly possible tenants.
Construction has begun on _South Bank, a 47,000-square-foot River Walk
development that will house three major restaurants and numerous other retail and
food service establishments. The project's anchor tenant is the Hard Rock Cafe
which will occupy 15,300 square feet. Paesano•s will take 8,000 square feet and
The County Line is reported to be the third restaurant tenant.

Texas Adventure (by Mitsubishi) recently opened in an Encountarium F-X Theater
across from the Alamo. It offers an historical account of the Battle at the Alamo.

German Heritage Park is a proposed new development in HemisFair Park. Plans
call for an addition to the existing Beethoven Hall to create a beer garden restaurant,
numerous shops and other entertainment venues featuring German-made products
and productions. The construction schedule is unknown. Project cost is reported to
be $4.1 million and the project will cover four acres.

MAJOR VISITOR ATTRACTIONS ELSEWHERE IN THE SAN ANTONIO AREA
Brackenridge Park contains an antique carousel, a miniature railroad, a sky ride,
athletic fields, a golf driving range, paddle boats, stables and trails. It is also the
location of the San Antonio Zoo and Aquarium, The Witte Museum, Pioneer Hall, the
Texas Ranger Museum-Memorial Hall and the Japanese Tea Garden. The park
covers 343 acres.

Sea World opened in the western section of the urban area in 1988 and reported 2.3
million attendance in 1989, which declined to approximately 1.5 million in 1993. The
park features performances by trained whales, dolphins and seals. A water park has
been added and it is a popular feature. The decline in Sea World•s attendance is
probably due in part to the new competition from Fiesta Texas. The park covers
approximately 250 acres and operates daily in the summer months and weekends
and holidays in the spring and fall.
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The 200-acre Fiesta Texas theme park is the newest major attraction in the San
Antonio area. Completed in 1992 at an initial cost of about $175 million, Fiesta
Texas is reported to have attracted roughly 2.0 million in both 1992 and 1993. The
park has four themed areas, a five-acre water park, and a children•s water play area.
In 1994, a four-acre .. Boardwalk.. was added.
San Antonio Missions National Historic Park includes four missions established

from 1720 to 1731 along of the San Antonio River. The historical park includes all
the missions except the Alamo. The Mission Trail begins at the Alamo and winds
southward along a nine mile stretch of the river. It is a popular tourist attraction.
Hyatt Hill Country Resort has 500 rooms, an 18 hole golf course, and a vast array

of other recreation and conference facilities.

Its development provides further

evidence that San Antonio is an increasingly recognized as a destination resort.
La Cantera includes Fiesta Texas and an 18-hole championship golf course that is

now under construction. plans are reported to include a luxury resort hotel. Several
modestly priced hotels/motels may also be developed to support the Fiesta Texas
operation.
The Quarry is a recently-opened, daily fee course immediately north of downtown.

It is one of only a handful of golf courses in the country incorporating a quarry into
the layout with nine holes in the floor of the quarry. The other nine holes offer a links
experience. This course, combined with the two above establish a foothold for San
Antonio as a golf destination.
Conclusion

San Antonio has a broad array of venues that are attractive to tourists. The list
constantly grows with announcements of new attractions. San Antonio is close to
having the critical mass necessary to become a destination for increasing visitors
from national and international markets. Each new venture adds more to the total
appeal of San Antonio than would be the case in a smaller marketplace. Increasing
length of stay as well as greater numbers of individuals should be the result.
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Section 7
ESTIMATED PATRONAGE AND REVENUES
SUNSET STATION

A more detailed description of the Sunset Station project and the location are
contained in this section. It also includes data on some of the other restaurants in
the downtown area and estimates of patronage and visitor expenditures at Sunset
Station.

The concept evolved during the course of this study in a productive

interaction between HPC and the client group. The process resulted in a plan based
on the creativity and showmanship embodied in Church Street Station, tailored to the
realities of the San Antonio market. There will undoubtedly be further evolution of
the concept as it is fine tuned, but the basic elements appear adequately fixed to
conclude this study.
Site Location

The Sunset Station site is located adjacent to a proposed new hotel and immediately
north of the new Alamodome. It is bounded on the east by the Southern Pacific
Railroad tracks, on the north by East Commerce Street, and on the west by North
Hoefgen Avenue shown in Figures 9 and 10.
The St. Paul Square Historic District encompasses the area to the west and north of
Sunset Station. It consists of a mixture of government offices and private offices and
shops that have no visual or operational unity or appeal to the tourist market. St.
Paul Square should be a prime candidate for redevelopment with the development of
Sunset Station.
The hotel to be developed adjacent to Sunset Station will be a helpful addition and
will provide some support for the restaurants and showrooms, but timing is uncertain
and the project must be sustainable on its own. Therefore, this analysis ignores the
possible effect of the hotel.
The property is close to the freeway, but not close enough to establish direct visibility
for Sunset Station. Unless an identifying feature is added, the hotel will block visual
contact with the project as well.
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Figure 9
THE SUNSET STATION
SITE
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36a Travelers Hotel
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Description of the Sunset Station Concept

There are four main themed

~howrooms

included in the Sunset Station concept

complemented by three themed restaurants.

One showroom will not be

complemented by a restaurant and will only serve snack food. The showrooms will
be available to patrons upon payment of a single admission charge that allows entry
to all four showrooms. The restaurants will all be accessible outside the gated
areas. The themes are:
•

Mariachi Courtyard will have 429 seats for Mexican food service and an
adjacent 854-seat showroom with a mezzanine featuring the music of
Mexico, Spain and south Texas. This is by far the largest operation in
Sunset Station and it will be used for special performances by the most
recognized artists.

•

Papa Vivaldi•s is to be an Italian restaurant with 330 seats. The adjacent
showroom will offer Dixieland music with 157 seats (there will be additional
standing room capacity in all of the showrooms). Bavarian food and
entertainment are under consideration as an alternative.

•

Cody's Steak House and Barbecue will have 292 restaurant seats. The
adjacent showroom seats 159 plus standing room capacity, for a total
seating capacity of 451. The entertainment format has not been resolved,
but Bluegrass or Jazz have been considered.

•

The renovated Sunset Station will become Sunset Saloon and Opera
House.

It will serve snack foods only and will feature Country-Western

entertainment. With the main floor and mezzanine, it will accommodate 367
seated patrons, and a considerable amount of additional standing room will
be available. Portions of the mezzanine floor will be used for arcade games,
simulated gaming, etc.
A more definitive statement of the character of the venues is contained in Appendix
B.
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Much of the restaurant seating will be outside and covered, thereby improving the
.. people watching .. ambiance of the project. Courtyard areas will have push carts
selling specialty and craft merchandise, and qualified street performers will be
encouraged to show their talenis. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the Sunset Station
concept.
Location Relative to the Available Markets

The prime, 100 percent, location for a tourist attraction in San Antonio would be on
the River Walk at one of the areas of visitor concentration. Sunset Station does not
have that advantage and is isolated to some degree by the Interstate 35-37
Freeway. Although it is only one-half mile from the Rivercenter/Convention Center
terminus of the River Walk, the freeway and the condition of St Paul Square present
a barrier that needs to be bridged. Positive steps should be taken to rehabilitate St.
Paul Square at the same time as development of Sunset Station is occurring.
VIA Downtown Streetcar Service
The isolation is overcome to a degree by the period-themed, rubber tired Streetcars
that now serve the area. St. Paul Square/Sunset Station is on one of five routes run
by VIA for the benefit of visitors in the downtown area and Amtrak riders. The
trolleys carried almost 3 million passengers in 1993, including 675,000 on the line
that serves the Sunset Station area as shown in Table 7-1. That line operates
between St. Paul Square and Market Square and most of the ridership is probably
on the River Walk to Market Square segment.

Seasonality of ridership closely

parallels that of tourism in San Antonio. The average Saturday ridership is 63
percent above the daily average, and Sundays are 16 percent higher, indicating a
tourist orientation.

A 1990 rider survey showed 76 percent were tourists or

occasional visitors to downtown.

While this system will be helpful in drawing

conventioneers and business visitors and tourists staying in downtown hotels, the
fact is that most of the tourists either arrive by car or rent one on arrival, and they will
probably drive to the site.
Proponents of the Sunset Station project have proposed that an electric, fixed-track
trolley system be developed along Commerce Street to where it crosses the original
river at Losoya, then south to an appropriate point of entry to HemisFair Park, then
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(X)

76,222

60,672

65,844

October

November

December
675,040

45,354

42,728

51,736

53,533

64,780

82,237

68,210

66,601

78,463

61,865

31 '162

28,371

St. Paul Square/
Market Sauare

Source: VIA Metropolitan Transit Authority.

1,023,650

77,084

September

Totals

97,084

August

128,007

July

100,503

May

105,515

112,545

April

June

101,479

54,068

February

March

44,627

January

Month

Alamo Plaza/
Market Sauare

461,705

31,534

30,118

41,732

37,914

43,470

50,353

46,164

41 '128

44,306

45,482

26,112

23,392

HemisFair Park/
Cattleman•s Sauare

437,841

25,619

27,267

38,749

34,938

38,441

51,990

40,585

42,752

46,984

42,813

25,939

21,764

391,652

25,427

23,189

34,263

29,547

34,913

49,680

38,343

36,776

40,803

40,364

21,980

16,367

Romona Plaza/King William
North
South

RIDERSHIP ON THE VIA
DOWNTOWN STREETCAR SYSTEM

Table 7-1

2,989,888

193,778

183,974

242,702

233,016

278,688

362,267

298,817

287,760

323,101

292,003

159,261

134,521

Totals

100.00o/o

6.48o/o

6.15o/o

8.12o/o

7.79°/o

9.32o/o

12.12o/o

9.99o/o

9.62°/o

10.81o/o

9.77o/o

5.33o/o

4.50°/o

Percentage

east through the park to the pedestrian underpass that links downtown and the
Alamodome, and then north to Sunset Station (See Figure 13). This is similar to the
format and function of the McKinney Avenue Trolley in Dallas. The Trolley would run
about two miles and should become an attraction in itself.
Another concept put forth by the proponents that appears to have a great deal of
merit is to build a weather conditioned stop on the current Streetcar line on Losoya
between Commerce and Market Streets. This would be connected to the River Walk
by an elevator. Vignettes of the entertainment and food offered at Sunset Station
would be provided by live performers and from carts.
Alamodome Events
Perhaps the greatest advantage of the Sunset Station site is the location just north of
the new 72,000-seat Alamodome, opened in 1993. The flexibility built into the
building allows it to be used for many sports, for music concerts and even for
exhibits and trade shows. Pro Basketball is the main tenant at present, but
management believes that it can build the annual events to at least 110 days. The
significance of this is that large crowds will be in the area 30 percent of the year,
including many off-season weekdays. Moreover, this is primarily a local crowd,
many of whom otherwise would seldom visit the downtown area. The suburban
market is inclined to satisfy their restaurant and nightclub needs in their
neighborhoods. This exposure, particularly in the immediate pre-opening period,
could be important to the early success of the project. In the long run, Alamodome
events will feed a steady flow of potential local patrons who would otherwise be
difficult to entice to the project.
Convention Center Proximity
The Convention Center is half a mile from Sunset Station. The larger downtown
hotels that are likely to host conferences drawing large numbers of visitors are all
within one mile of the site. This makes for very short taxi or streetcar rides, and
some of the more vigorous will walk the distance. When a large event is held at the
Alamodome, most attendees must park and walk from the HemisFair/Convention
Center parking structure or other downtown garages, and they seem to do it willingly.
In fact, several River Walk restauranteurs reported that the only time they have
significant amounts of local business is before and after a Spurs Game.
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Pedestrian Concentrations
The main pedestrian activity during non-event periods occurs on the eastern portion
of the original River Walk between the Hilton and Hyatt Hotels, around the Alamo
and at the end of the River Walk extension (Rivercenter/Marriott Hotels/Convention
Center). Some of the visitors find their way into HemisFair Park to visit other
attractions or see the spectacular waterfalls and fountains. VIA or the City of San
Antonio should consider creating something more active in the eastern portion of the
HemisFair site to encourage pedestrian movement in that direction. The City should
also investigate whether portions of the Alamodome could be used as an attraction
during non-event days.
Market Square has no pedestrian linkage with the other downtown attractions, but
still draws large crowds of tourists and locals.
Characteristics of Selected Restaurants in Downtown San Antonio
Table 7-2 contains information on restaurants compiled by HPC from various

sources, including telephone conversations with managers/owners. In some cases,
sales and seating were obtained from the Top 500 list published by Restaurant
Hospitality Magazine and other information was obtained by phone calls or
estimated by applying industry standards. The estimates of tourist percentage was
obtained direct from management of each venue (except for Rivercenter). The San
Antonio Economic Development Department helped to obtain some of the
information on seating and square footage from public records. Gross revenues
range from about $1.8 million at the smallest, 140-seat Durty Nelly's, to $15 million at
the largest, the 1,000-seat Rio Rio Cantina.
According to the National Restaurant Association•s 1993 industry report, the national
average sales per square foot for restaurants grossing over $2 million were $319
and median sales per seat were $9,810. The upper quartile of restaurants in that
category had sales averaging $14,077 per seat.
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Table 7-2
CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED RESTAURANTS
DOWNTOWN SAN ANTONIO

Restaurant

Percent
Touri&ts

Seating
Cagacit~

Square
Footage

Estimated Sales Per:
Year Sg. Ft. Seat
($thou.)

$

$

85°/o

245

8,000

6,400

800

26,122

Landrys Seafood House
(Restaurant Only: 2 large TV's )

70

220

10,000

2,250

225

10,227

Zuni Grill

80

325

6500

4,225

650

13,000

90

1,000

25,000

15,000

600

15,000

85

400

12,000

2,600

217

6,500

85

140

1,763

750

12,589

70

900

18,000 9,000

500

10,000

90

300

10,200 2,050

201

6,833

80

2,250

45,000 23,625

525

10,500

Dicks Last Resort
(Live music evenings and
all day Saturday & Sunday)

(Two level restaurant & bar)

Rio Rio Cantina
(Banquets, barge service,
claims longest bar in Texas at
74 feet, live music week-ends)

Bayous Riverside
(3 dining/bar levels,
live entertainment nightly)

Durty Nelly•s

2,350

(Sing-along - evenings and
weekend afternoons)

La Margarita and Mi Tierra
(Mariachis)

Tower of the Americas
Rivercenter Restaurants
and Food Court
(Six Restaurants)

Source: Various San Antonio and National publications
and interviews by Harrison Price
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The top San Antonio operations are, for the most part, above the national averages
on a per square foot and per seat basis. Most of the popular restaurants were
contacted, but many refused to divulge any significant information. Nonetheless, this
tabulation indicates that the market is broad enough to support a wide variety of
operations, from the modest quality and low prices of Rio Rio Cantina to the higher
priced, well presented offerings of the Zuni Grill.
Estimated Sunset Station Annual Patrons

Estimates presented in prior sections of this report indicated a market available to
Sunset Station of 2,068,000 residents of the San Antonio Area of Dominant
Influence, and 8.2 million overnight visitors to the area in 1998. The total market in
1998 is projected at 10,268,000 persons.

Penetration rates of comparable

attractions shown in Section 5 indicated a wide range of 36 to 175 percent capture of
the resident market, and 8 to 62 percent penetration of the visitor market.
Given the smaller size and more limited scope of the Sunset Station project, the
estimated penetration rate in the resident market is 30 percent, which could prove
too conservative due to Alamodome events. This penetration rate anticipates a
substantial amount of repeat visits by the downtown work force.

Balancing the

proximity of the site to the focal point of tourism in the area with size and scope
factors, a conservative capture rate is considered to be 15 percent of the overnight
visitor market. Applying these capture rates to the 1998 market yields an estimate of
total attendance (patronage) of 1,850,000 as shown in Table 7-3.

Tourists are

projected to outnumber local residents two to one. The attendance that would be
generated if the facilities were open today or open in the intervening years are also
shown in the tabulations.

For purposes of financial analysis, a conservative

stabilized second year patronage estimate of 1, 700,000 is used here and an opening
in 1996 or 1997 is assumed.
Estimated Seasonality of Sunset Station Patronage

As indicated previously, San Antonio•s tourism is typical of warm climate areas, with
somewhat of a summer peak related to the school year. Convention activity is
strong in spring, and there is considerable winter visitation by northerners escaping
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Table 7-3
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF VISITORS
SUNSET STATION

Market Segment (000)
Residents of San Antonio ADI

1,911

1,949

1,988

2,028

2,068

Overnight Visitor Market

7,232

7,464

7,703

7,949

8,200

Total Market

9,143

9,413

9,691

9,977

10,268

30o/o

30o/o

Market Penetration
Residents of San Antonio ADI
Overnight Visitor Market
Total Market

18o/o

Estimated Project Patronage (000)
Residents of San Antonio ADI

573

585

596

608

620

Overnight Visitor Market

1,085

1 '120

1 '155

1,192

1,230

Total Market

1,658

1,704

1,752

1,801

1,850
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cold weather. Thus, the seasonality of the visitor market to San Antonio is favorable,
and the resident market for restaurants and nightclubs has little seasonality, but
does peak on weekends. Moreover, successful restauranteurs focus their
promotions and incentive programs on low attendance periods. Church Street
Station has always done special programs for residents, including free admission,
during periods of low tourism. For these reasons, the estimated seasonality of
patronage at Sunset Station has little variation as shown in Table 7-4. Based on
patronage of 1. 7 million, the design day crowd would be approximately 6,200
patrons, representing the average of the weekend days during the design month,
which is 9 percent of annual attendance.
Estimated Visitor Expenditures and Total Revenues

Per capita expenditures for the three restaurants are estimated at $18 for the
enclosed area and $12 for covered areas. The average is roughly $16, and the
difference is in recognition that the outdoor covered space will get less overall use
due to weather interruptions. The National Restaurant Association survey shows a
$16.00 average check for the upper quartile of all restaurants serving both food and
beverages. For restaurants with sales of over $2 million, the average check was
$18.44. With each of the Sunset Station restaurants projected at over $2 million in
sales, the $16 average used here is conservative.
Per capita spending in the entertainment venues is estimated at $9, plus a cover
charge averaging $4. The latter represents an average reduction of about one-third
from the posted adult admission of $6.00. The San Antonio visitor is less affluent
than the Orlando tourist and has not been conditioned to paying high prices. It
accounts for children, seniors and admissions sold at a discounted rate to attract
customers. In addition to the patrons drawn to the showroom activities, an estimated
30 percent of the restaurant patrons will also pay to visit the showrooms and spend
another $4.50 on beverages. They are not counted a second time as patrons, but
their expenditures are included in the spending totals. The estimates of patrons for
the various venues are based on the approximate footages and seating capacities,
and judgments as to possible operating hour differences, etc.
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Table 7-4
ESTIMATED SEASONALITY OF
SUNSET STATION PATRONAGE

Month:
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total
Design Month
Design Week
Day:
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Per~ent

Annual
Patrons

Daily
Patrons

7.0o/o
7.5o/o
9.0°/o
9.0o/o
9.0°/o
8.0°/o
10.0°/o
9.0o/o
6.5°/o
8.5°/o
7.5°/o
9.0°/o

119,000
127,500
153,000
153,000
153,000
136,000
170,000
153,000
110,500
144,500
127,500
153,000

3,839
4,554
4,935
5,100
4,935
4,533
5,484
4,935
3,683
4,661
4,250
4,935

100.0°/o

1,700,000

4,658

9.0o/o
4.43

153,000
34,537
3,972
3,972
3,972
3,972
5,353
7,426
5,871

11.5°/o
11.5o/o
11.5°/o
11.5°/o
15.5°/o
21.5°/o
17.0o/o

Total

Average

4,934

Design Day average of Friday, Saturday and Sunday

6,200

1OO.Oo/o

Note: Alamodome events and conventions will distort this pattern.

Source: Harrison Price Company.
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The Mariachi Courtyard is by far the largest operation, projected at $4.4 million in
food and beverage sales and $7.8 million in entertainment venue revenues, for a
total of $12.2 million. (See Table 7-5) It is expected to draw almost half of the total
patrons. It will feature the traditions of Hispanic San Antonio. It will also be used to
accommodate any performances by first-rate talent.
Papa Vivaldi's and Cody's Steak House restaurants are both in about the $3 million
sales range. These restaurants should attract a fair amount of lunch traffic as well
as evening patronage. Their corresponding entertainment showrooms are in the
range of $1.8 million.
The Sunset Saloon will feature the image of the west and is expected to draw the
second largest number of nightclub patrons.

In fact, some of the patronage at

concerts by country-western performers will be shifted to Mariachi Courtyard due to
capacity limitations imposed by the design of the original station. Sunset Saloon is
planned as a key element of the entertainment experience available at Sunset
Station.
Table 7-6 presents the estimated sales in the context of sales per seat and sales per
square foot of occupied space. They are all within industry norms and average
$9,616 per seat and $383 per square foot.
In addition to the food and beverage sales, it is estimated that each visitor will spend
$1 on merchandise sold from souvenir shops, carts, and vending machines, or a
total of $1.7 million annually.
Total revenue, including merchandise, is estimated to be $27.2 million
Conclusion
The concept for Sunset Station as an exciting restaurant and entertainment
attraction should result in consistently high levels of patronage.

The estimates

above could prove to be very conservative. HPC believes the project has a high
probability of success provided the electricity of Church Street Station is achieved.
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Table 7-5
ESTIMATED PATRONAGE AND PER CAPITA SPENDING
SUNSET STATION

E1timated Patror:u1g1;
Venue
Mariachi Courtyard
Restaurant
Covered Area
Rest. Total
Entertainment Hall
Ent. Hall Mezzanine
Cover Charge
Entertain. Total
Subtotal
Papa Vivaldi's
Restaurant
Covered Area
Rest. Total
Hall/Pub
Cover Charge
Entertain. Total
Subtotal
Cody's Steak House & BBQ
Restaurant
Covered Area
Rest. Total
Hall/Pub
Cover Charge
Entertain. Total
Subtotal
Sunset Saloon and Opera House
Second Floor
Cover Charge
Subtotal
Fountain Bar Area
Total Sales

Patrons
Number
of Seats Percent Number

287

Daily F&B&E
Patrons Per Cap.

429
594
260

10.8o/o
5.4°/o
16.2%
22.4%
9.8%

183,974
91 026
275,000
380,769
166,667

504
249
753
1,043
457

854

32.2°/o

547,436

1,500

1,283

48.4o/o

822,436

2,253

188
142
330
157

7.1°/o
5.4°/o
12.4o/o
5.9o/o

120,513
91,026
211,539
100,641

330
249
580
276

157

5.9%

100,641

487

18.4%

202
90
292

Percent
of Total

$3,311,532
1 092 312
$4,403,844
$3,798,171
1,500,003
2 519 744
$7,817,918

13.0o/o
4.30fc)
17.3o/o
14.9o/o
5.9o/o
9.9%
30.7°/o

$12,221,762

47.9o/o

276

$18.00
12.00
15.42
9.00
4.00
18.36

$2,169,234
1,092,312
$3,261,546
$1,191,347
656 41 :l
$1,847,757

8.5°/o
4.3o/o
12.8%
4.7o/o
2.6o/o
7.2o/o

312,180

855

$16.37

$5,109,303

20.0%

~

7.6o/o
3.4o/o
11.0%
6.0o/o

129,487
57,692
187,179
101 923

355
158
513
279

159

6.0%

101,923

279

$18.00
12.00
16.15
9.00
4.00
17.68

$2,330,766
692,304
$3,023,070
$1,169,999
632 307
$1,802,305

9.1°/o
2.7o/o
11.9°/o
4.6o/o
2.5o/o
7.1%

451

17.0°/o

289,102

792

$16.69

$4,825,375

18.9%

212
155

8.0o/o
5.8o/o

135,897
99,359

372
272

$9 .00
$9.00
$4.00

$1,223,073
894,231
941,024

4.8o/o
3.5o/o
3.7%

367

13.8°/o

235,256

645

$13.00

$3,058,328

12.0o/o

64

2.4o/o

41,026

112

$7.00

$287,182

1.1°/o

2,652

100.0%

1,700,000

4,658

$15.00

$25,501 ,951

100.0o/o

$1.00

$1,700,000

$16.00

$27,201,951

ill

Retail
Total

$18.00
12.00
16.01
9.00
9.00
4.00
14.28

Total
Spending

$14.86

Rest au rant Total

1,051

39.6%

673,718

1,846

$15.86

$10,688,460

41.9o/o

Nightclub Total

1,601

60.4%

1,026,282

2,812

$14.43

$14,813,491

58.1o/o

Source: Harrison Price Company.
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Table 7-6
ESTIMATED SALES RATIOS
SUNSET STATION

Description
Mariachi Courtyard
Restaurant
Covered Area
Rest. Total
Entertainment Hall
Ent. Hall Mezzanine
Cover Charge
Entertain. Total
Subtotal
Papa Vivaldi's
Restaurant
Covered Area
Rest. Total
Hall/Pub
Cover Charge
Entertain. Total
Subtotal
Cody's Steak House & BBQ
Restaurant
Covered Area
Rest. Total
Hall/Pub
Cover Charge
Entertain. Total
Subtotal
Sunset Saloon and Opera House
Second Floor
Cover Charge
Subtotal
Fountain Bar Area
Total Sales

Number Square
of Seats
£ut

Total

SiLln

Sales I
Sgt

Sales/
~

16,070

$3,311,532
1 092 312
$4,403,844
$3,798,171
1,500,003
2 519 744
$7,817,918

$11,538
7,692
10,265
6,394
5,769
2,951
9,154

$349
356
350
392
235
157
486

1,283

28,640

$12,221 ,762

$9,526

$427

188
142
330
157

6,600
2.700
9,300
3,100

157

3,100

$2,169,234
1,092,312
$3,261,546
$1,191,347
656 411
$1,847,757

$11,538
7,692
9,883
7,588
4,181
11,769

$329
405
351
384
212
596

487

12,400

$5,109,303

$10,491

$412

202
90
292

ill

7,050
1,550
8,600
3100

159

3,100

$2,330,766
692,304
$3,023,070
$1,169,999
632 307
$1,802,305

$11,538
7,692
10,353
7,358
3,977
11,335

$331
447
352
377
204
581

451

11,700

$4,825,375

$10,699

$412

212
155

6,325
5,420

$1,223,073
894,231
941,024

$5,769
5,769
2,564

$193
165
80

367

11,745

$3,058,328

$8,333

$260

64

2.130

$287,182

$4,487

$135

2,652

66,615

$25,501 ,951

$9,616

$383

287
142
429
594
260

9,500
3070
12,570
9,700
6.370

854

$1,700,000

Retail

$27,201,951

Total
Restaurant Total

1,051

30,470

$10,688,460

$10,170

$351

Nightclub Total

1,601

36,145

$14,813,491

$9,253

$410

Source: Harrison Price Company.
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A

SAN ANTONIO HOTELS/MOTELS

HOTELS/MOTELS OPENED IN 1985 AND ROOMS:
(Total of 1,935 rooms)
EMBASSY SUITES (ffi 37 N. - Airport) - 261
WYNDHAM (ffi 10 NW - Colonnade) - 328
HOLIDAY INN NORTHWEST LOOP (ffi 10 NW & Loop 410)- 300

DRURY INN (ffi 35 N - Windsor Park) - 106
SAN ANTONIO AIRPORT HILTON (Loop 410 NW) - 105

HOLIDAY INN AIRPORT (Loop 410 NE) - 100 room addition

EMILY MORGAN HOTEL (Alamo Plaza)- 178

AMERICAN GUESTHOUSE (San Pedro & Bitters) - 125
AMERISUITES (ffi 10 & Fredericksburg) - 126

COMFORT INN (ffi 10 East) - 120

HAMPTON INN (Loop 410 & Jones Maltsberger)- 126

SCOTTISH INN MOTEL (SW Loop 410) - 60

addition

Fact Sheet
San Antonio Hotels/Motels
Page 2

HOTELS/MOTELS OPENED IN 1986 AND ROOMS:
(Total of 763 rooms)
LA QUINTA (lll35 N & Topperwein)- 130
LA QUINTA - Lackland (Military Dr.) - 32

, addition

AMERISUITES (San Pedro) - 126

KINGS INN (lli 35 N & Center Park Boulevard) - 87
SUPER 8 MOTEL (lli 35 N & Weidner)- 62
FAIRMOUNT HOTEL (La Villita)- 40
DELUXE INN (lli 35 N) - 50

QUALITY INN (lli 35 N & Old Seguin Road) - 124

SCOTSMAN INN (lli 35 N & Rittiman) - 112

HOTELS/MOTELS OPENED IN 1987 AND ROOMS:
(Total of 860 rooms)
HOLIDAY INN (River Walk)- 325

THE COACHMAN INN, BROOKS FIELD (S.E. Military and Goliad Road) - 120

COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT (Fredericksburg & Wurzbach) - 146

HAMPTON INN (N.W. Loop 410 & Manitou)- 123

COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT (BROADWAY & 410)- 146

Fact Sheet
San Antonio Hotels/Motels
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HOTELS/MOTELS OPENED IN 1988 AND ROOMS:
(Total of 1,000 rooms)
MARRIOTT RIVERCENTER (Commerce and Bowie) - 1,000

HOTELS/MOTELS OPENED IN 1989 AND ROOMS:
(Total of 102 rooms)
SCOTSMAN INN (lli 10 and W.W. White)- 102

HOTELS/MOTELS OPENED IN 1990 AND ROOMS:
(Total of 209 rooms)
COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT (Durango and Santa Rosa) - 149
BEST WESTERN INGRAM PARK INN (410 and Culebra) - 60

·HOTELS/MOTELS OPENED IN 1992 AND ROOMS:
(Total of 389 rooms)
RADISSON MARKET SQUARE HOTEL - 250
DRURY SUITES (N.E. Loop 410 at Jones Maltsberger) - 139

HOTELS/MOTELS OPENED IN 1993 AND ROOMS:
(Total of 540 rooms)
HYATT REGENCY HILL COUNTRY RESORT (Hyatt Resort Drive and Highway 151
-500
ECONOLODGE (S.W. W.W. White Rd. & lli 10 East)- 40

HOTELS/MOTELS UNDER CONSTRUCTION:
LA POSADA MARQUESA (PETROLEUM COMMERCE BUILDING Downtown) - 152 Suites
HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS (ffi-10 and Wurzbach Road) - 80
HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS (Loop 410 and Jones Maltsberger)- 155

Fact Sheet
San Antonio Hotels/Motels
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HOTELS/MOTELS UNDER CONSTRUCTION CONTINUED:
HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS (NW Loop 410 and Culebra) - 72
DAYS INN (ffi-35 South at Division Ave.)- 60
FAMILY GARDENS COUNTRY INN (N.E. Loop 410.

Starcrest

RAMADA LIMITED (ffi-10 West) - 76

POSSffiLE NEW HOTEL DEVELOP:MENTS:
KAROTKIN BUILDING (Downtown) - 68
HAMPTON INN (Near Rivercenter Mall)- 167
COMFORT INN (Loop 410 and Fredericksburg Road) - 50
RESIDENCE INN (Loop 410 Near Airport) - 100
LA CANTERA RESORT (Near Fiesta Texas) - 600
HAVANA RIVERWALK INN (Downtown) - 28
SOUTHERN PACIFIC DEPOT HOTEL- 350 (actually 400)
LINCOLN HEIGHTS RESORT - 300
LINCOLN HEIGHTS SUITES HOTEL - 90
GREYSTONE RESORT (ffi-10 West) - 400
FAIRFIELD INN (Santa Rosa and Durango)- 110
RESIDENCE INN (Santa Rosa and Durango) - 66 Suites
SHONEY'S INN (St. Mary's and Durango) - 140
AMERISUITES HOTEL (St. Mary's and Durango) - 150 Suites
ST. PAUL PLAZA HOTEL (East Commerce Street)- 400

Source:

San Antonio Convention & Visitors Bureau.

APPENDIX B
DESCRIPTION OF SUNSET STATION
ENTERTAINMENT AND DINING VENUE THEMES

The following text presents descriptions of restaurant and show venues written by
Bob Snow, creator of the Church Street Station project in Orlando, Florida. Some of
the themes differ from the text of the report as the concepts for the project continue
to evolve.

SuNsET STATION WS
sunset Saloon and Opera House
Theme
The Sunset Saloon Opera House will be located in the completely restored Sunset Station.
This restoration will include four golden oak bars downstairs and one large bar upstairs.
Thi~ bcaut.ifull903 historic-railroad station with its gold leaf vaulted ceilings will be San
Antonio's an~er to the Cheyenne Saloon and Opera House in Church Street Station,
Orlando, Florida.

Entertainment
A five piece house band made up of the finest musicians available frow around the country
will feature country and westem music. Cocktail waitresses will perform by stagin$
clogging shows. The saloon will feature bar room seating and standing plus two rows of
balcony seating above the stage. There will be a small dance floor in front of the band and
it will be a ••must see•• foe lucals and visitors alike in San Antonio.

Sunset Saloon will be the most beautiful saloon in Texas.

Bar Menu
Draft beer and long necks; mixed drinks including the house specialty._ the Gunslinger" a
frozen margarita in a 16 ounce schooner, will be served.
II

.

.

~

Food &fenu
Small appetizers, barbecue sandwiches and rattlesnake legs (chicken legs). beef jerky, etc~

make up the food menu.
Ms,chandlslng Items
T-shirts, s:weat shirts, belt buckles, jackets, slassware, etc. will be available for purchase. ·
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.SUNSET STATION ~
Mariachi's Restaurant Courtyard
Theme

The great Hispanic heritage of: San Antonio will come alive within this aQthentic Mexican
cantina and restaurant. Cmnplete with an entenainment pavilion, Mariachi's Restaurant
Courtyard, the largest venue in Sunset Station, will feature an entertainment showroom fur
up to 1,000 people. An old brick and terra-firma like kitchen will produce a full Mexican

menu.
Menu
Mariachi's will feature an open display .kitchen with baskets offroit. onions and tomatoes
and tortilla and taro makers·providing'the feeling of a Mexican food bazaar. The menu
wuuld conDst of Mexican appetizers. such as nachos, quesadellas and guacamole. The
menu fnr dinner would feature the best of other Mexican food from handmade tortillas nnd

nachos to sizzling fajitas seiVed table side. All the Mexican favorites such as enchilada~
burritos and tacos would combine with unique Mexican dishes prepared and served in ·
view of the patrons.

!

Entertainment
This large 16,000 square foot pavilion will house .a full balcony and will seat·.
approxilllAtcly 1,000 people. feutured Will be a full 12 piece mariachi band in ruu
Mexican dress. creatina the atmosphere of a night ;n old Mexico City.

!

Also, the pavilion will feature headliner entertainment from both country western and
tejano music worlds-- the same groups that play live for Nashville Network in the

Cheyenne Saloon in Orlando will be featured: Bellamy Brothers~ Travis Tritt, Willy
Nelson and Merl Haggart. This will be the main attraction of Sunset Station.
.!
.:

Bar Menu
The bar will feature the great' Mexican beers -- Corona, Pacifica, Carte Blanca, Dos Equis
Tecatu -- and frozen margaritas in monogram schooner glasses.

Merchandising
Shirts; hats, glassware; buckles, etc. will be available for purchase.
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SUNSET STATION

W

W.F .. Cody's Steak House and Barbecue
Theme

Cody's will be a wann. old brick and gas light steakhouse and barbecue. Old wood and
brick floors, beam ceilings and copper gas lights .... a large open kitchen and grill will
create the atmosphere of an authentic Texas steak house.

Food Menu

Out front cooking on a mesquite wood grill; thick cut Texas size steaks and chops.
barbecued beef. pork ribs and chicken make food preparation a major part of the
atmosphere. 11-esh com on the cob and bourbon baked beans and cole slaw will all be
cooked risht in front of you, in the round. Overhead a chalk boanl will highlight the

house specialties of moose, buffalo and caribou steaks.
Bar MfJnu
The bar will feature a la~·ge wine list, both domestic and imponed, mixed drinks and long
neck beers.

JULY 1994
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SUNSET STATION ~
Rosie O'Grady's ·
Theme
Rip roaring good times come alive as Rosie's features the favorite sing-a..Iong music of all

ages; from ragtime to the Beatles. The music that everyone can sing or hum along with -college fight songs, military songs, fraternity songs, movie and television themes, country
western favocltQi, clu~ic rock 'n' roll; songs everyone lrnows will be played on dueling
pianos. Cocktail waitresses will dance on the bar; waiters will lead songs.

Entertainment
Dueling gl1lnd pianos open the show and are joined by a banjo and tuba playel' in the
evening. These entertainers are selected nationnlly for their ability to get an audience

involved and rocking.

Rosie O'Grady's will become an instiwtion for rhe locals ~ .. it's their place.

Bar Menu
Ice cream drinks, flaming hurricanes, and lemonades will be served in logoed specialty
glasses (served alcohol free as an option). Also served will be draft beer, wine and wen ·
drinks.

Food Msnu
Limited specialty bar food will feature: muffalatto's, roast beef, corned beef, pastmlll,
turkey and veggie sandwiches, fried Vidalia onion flowers, barbecued "rattlesnakett legs,
km of hot peanuts auu popcorn, and Rosie·s red hotS (Hebrew National Hot Dogs) served
via baseball stadium-type vendor.

JULY1994
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SliJNSET STATION

~

Bavarian Beer Hall
Thsms

San Antonip's culwrc has:been greatly enhanced by the German settlements that s~ed in
1840 with :Fredricksborg,. Texas, and the King William area of San Antonio. ·The
Bavarian :Qeer Hall will harken back to the g~ hearty times of this German festive
influence: with ouk bt:nchcs and Lables and Ba:,,.adau scenes painted on the walls. Ladies in
Bavarian dre~s will ~e large beer mugs and mixed dririks to long tressel tables. Hale
and hearty - a piece of Bavaria in doWntown San Antonio.

Ent•rtainm•nt
A six piece Getman polka band made up of staff musiCians ftoro the local area -- Polkas
and sing-alongs -- happy people having fun swinging tQ the music -· young and old
sharing a piece of San Antonio·history.

Bar Menu

Large draft beers, Lowenbrau and ·Hoffbrau -- all the great German beers and mixed.
drinks will be served

Food M11nu
. I
I

All authentic German food ·- knockwUrst,·bratwurs~ sauexbaut and German potato salad
·-will highlight the menu. A iarge chi~n rotisSerie with SO birds. roasting.to Perfection
fills the restaurant with zesty aromas of open grill cooking.

' :
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Church Street Station®
ONE-PAGE FACT SHEET
INTRODUCTION
Church Street Station is Orlando's number one nighttime entertainment complex. Entertainment features: Dixieland Jazz, Country and Western music, Rock and Roll classics,-top
40 hits, plus a variety of restaurants and unique shops.
Church Street Station is open year-round from l l a.m. to 2 a.m. and is located in historic
downtown Orlando at I -4 and Church Street.

SHOWROOMS
Church Street Station has five spectacular showrooms with entertainment for everyone:
Rosie O'Grady's Good Time Emporium with strummin' banjos, Dixieland Jazz,
Charleston dancers, singing waiters and Can-Can girls; Apple Annie's Courtyard is a
Victorian garden specializing in frozen drinks; Phineas Phogg's Balloon Works featuring
today's Top 40 hits surrounded by decor honoring famous balloonists and their historic
flights; The Cheyenne Saloon and Opera House features Country and Western music
Grand Old Opry-style; and the Orchid Garden Ballroom is a Victorian-style palace featuring live music from the '50s to the '90s.

RESTAURANTS
Our restaurants offer your favorite delicacies including: Lili Marlene's Aviator's Pub and
Restaurant, which caters to the connoisseur of fine dining featuring aged beef and fresh
seafood; The Cheyenne Barbeque Restaurant featuring beef, pork and chicken barbeque
as well as buffalo burgers all served with country fixin's; Crackers Oyster Bar serves fresh
Florida seafood and pasta specialties; Rosie O'Grady's serves deli sandwich~s and Red
Hots (hot dogs) in the Gay '90s Sandwich Parlour; The Cuban Cafe featuring Cuban
sandwiches, soups, salads and more; The Wine Cellar stocks more than 5,000 bottles of
fine wine and offers daily tastings from selected vineyards; and The Exchange Food Pavilion featuring fast convenient foods.

THE CHURCH STREET STATION EXCHANGE
The Exchange is an 87,000 square-foot complex designed to appeal to tourists and Florida
residents alike with more than 50 specialty shops and restaurants in a beautiful Victorian
atmosphere. Commander Ragtime's Midway of Fun, Food and Games has a carnivalstyle atmosphere with high-tech video games and circus memorabilia.
There is never an admission fee to The Exchange or Commander Ragtime's.

ROSIE O'GRADY'S FLYING CIRCUS
The official airline of Church Street Station consists of three classic planes used for
skywriting and banner towing.
Rosie O'Grady's Flying Circus' fleet of hot air balloons offers guests a Champagne Balloon
flight guided by professional pilots . Upon return to Church Street Station, guests enjoy a
champagne brunch in Lili .Nlarlene's Aviator's Pub and Restaurant.

OEPARTM£HT STORES

Dillard 's

200A

227-4343

Foley's

151F

554-6806

WOM£N 'S fASHIONS

San rio Surpris,·s

571

224-5809

Sun Gear

610

224-4005

497

225-5055

Things R<·rn<·mho:r<·d

5117

229-1909

503

223-9975

Tic: Rack

135

227-3773

491

271-0525

Top This

407

222 -9775

293

224-2023

World Import'

4!)9

271-04118

Chko''

527

227-5954

The Zonkc:o:po:r

357

223 -9445

ChriSiim··s

361

225-0767

JEWELRY

Ci~:n~l

509

224-9085

Ao.:t..·n tridty

307

224 -9703

Clairt··s Boutique:

209

222-1005

Gold<·n Corn,·r

511

224-4438

Ann Taylor
~1.1x

August

Woman

11.111.1na Rt'lllrhlic
C~1~u,1l

Conu.·r

515

226-6533

The Jo:wdry Stor<· -J.C. P<·nn<'l'

349

212-9322

259

223-6567

Kay Jc:wdcrs

365

224-1233

Tht•G,lp

313

222-9581

Th~

Tilt· Go Round

303

226-2545

A Smnhwl'St Flair
BOOKS/CARDS/GifTS

Casual~

Comcrnpo

lntcrnationai/Expr~ss

Ct•llll>.l)!llit•

Ro:scrvation

455

226-0935

20011

225-8656

J.1y J,llohs

297

223-6568

Jl'clllS \-Vest

231

226-0897

An Explosion

441

223-2 I 58

L.lllt' BJ!',llll

337

223-4308

Bn. ·ntanu's

I<J7

223-3938

5'19

271-7330

Ll'flll'r·,

383

223 -8991

Th,·Lirnit<·d

271

223-3839

327

226·8233

Thl' Edgo: in Eil'ctronirs

221

223 - 1053

323

271·0255

Elcetmnics llouti<jul'

251

224·441 2

HOME ELECTROMICS

281

227-1610

213

222-2668

Ch.11nps Sporting Goods

157

27 1-35 1'1

2008

225-8656

Foot Action

171

271-7530

479

224-7072

Foot Locker

467

226-8383

451

224·4744

Sports Fantasy

117

227 - 3311'1

Banana Republic

491

271-0525

Blum Street Cellars

200F

222-2586

Cignal

509

224-9085

Campus Lifes1ylc:s

2000

271-7833

537

227 -5003

Cats Cats Cats

200E

227-0233

313

222-9511 I

The Land Shop

200G

226·5263

Rivercenter Drugstore

200H

299·1 383

A Sou thwest Flair

200B

225-865 6

Swco:t Taste of Texas

200C

227-58411

803

228-0351

Rivercemer

West~rn W~ar

A Southw~st Flair
Victoria's

S~cret

Yaga

SPORTIMG GOODS

M£N'S fASHIONS

BLUM STR£ET

·County Scat
The Gap
The Go Round

303

Jtalica

205

Western Accents - Coming January '94

395

Jeans West

231

271-7997

226-0897

EMTERTAIMMEMT
Riv~rco:mer 9

Oak Tree

261

223-1013

AMC

Structure

259

227- 521 2

Fun & Gaml's

187

222-81102

Yaga

451

224·4744

I MAX Tho:alro:

483

225-4629

Rivcrcemcr Comedy Cluh

893

229-1462

A&W Hot Dogs And Moro:

135

224-8024

Barnie's Coffee: & Tea Co.

125

227- 1617

The: Candy Barrel

121

224-9441

Church 's Frio:d Chicken

147

225-8614

Dairy Que<'ll

165

223-8787

157

226·2681

Thcatr<·s

SHO£S

Cunnie Shoes

461

225-6200

Fool Action

371

271·7530

Fout Locker

467

226·113113

Kinney Shot'S

377

226-5822

N~turalizer

269

271-7174

213

222-26611

Rivo:rcem~r

Shm·s
Boot Company

CHII.DR£N'S CLOTHII'«i

FOOO SPECIALTY/FAST FOODS

Everythin~: Yo~:urt

ami

llan~na'

Gym Wrap

161

224-2614

Marble Slab Crl'amery

Ill

227-'1100

Dillard's

200A

227-4343

Mrs . Fidd 's Cooki<''

133

113-5337

Foky's

151 F

554 -61106

Sharm's

141

223-7'160

Thl' Sw<'O:t Factory

447

229-7762

Accessory Placo:

473

222·0051

Schlol1_,ky's

149

222-116111

Bath and Body Works

475

212·8426

S<·afood SlOp

153

271 -306'1

Bullerficlds

HI

271-'183\1

Sido: Wok Cak

I 55

225· 7'165

The: Disnt•y Sturt·

2117

227-3202

Tat<·r Sac

159

223-2056

Dt·stination St111 A111nniu

IOJ

227-9020

109

226·7171

SPECIALTY STORES

Dnll~r

RESTAURAHTS

227-0107

Ch~mpions

Fiorentino's

225

226-0570

Garcia 's Coc.:ina

I Ill

217-169~

Flag World

431

229-1935

Hooters

105

229-•1464
228-0700

Everything's A

Sports Har

General Nutrition Co:mo:r

217

224-5220

Monon 's of Chicago

1113

Glamour Shms

SB

226-8550

Til<' Olivt· Gankn

101

224-5956

Godiva Chocolatio:r

247

228 -9890

Tony Roma ·s. A Placl' lor Rihs

171

125· 7661

Guitars and Cadillac;

577

224·91121

Hoff ritz for Cutlery

123-(,767

Holograms

227·1900

The Humidor

3\13

Musicland

59l

228-0125

Primarily Purple

243

224-8373

Projo:ct Earth

425

271 -7191

The Rcst·rv,ltion

455

226-0'!35

222-0501

Rivern·mo:r Colkctihks

3H

125-.~SOI

Sam Goody

35')

112-Mlll•

HOTEL

Marrioll Rivo:rcentl'f

223-1000

SERVICES/GENERAL MERCHAMDISE

First Federal ATM (PULSE)

351

828-7121

Fox Pholtl

199

271-3444

Haircrafters- Coming Janu.uy '94

435

Rl'gis Hairstylists
RivL"rcerHl'r Drugstore
THE BRIDGE MARK£T

265

226-1000

20011

299-13:0
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HARRISON PRICE COMPANY

May 24, 1994
Mr. Kenneth P. Wolf
SUNSET STATION DEVELOPMENT GROUP
c/o Metropolitan Resources, Inc.
1100 Tower Lite Building
San Antonio, Texas 78205
RE:

Sunset Station Parking Requirements

Dear Ken:
Based on our experience in consulting to the entertainment and dining industries and
the market study we conducted for you, we estimate that to handle the expected
patronage for Sunset Station, you will need approximately 1,300 parking spaces in close
proximity to the Station. These will need to be operated at levels of security and
maintenance comparable to your operation of Sunset Station. The calculations of this
demand are as follows:
1.

Based on experience with other entertainment and dining projects, we have
estimated a minimum demand for design day operations of 1,275 spaces. The
design day is typically the average of the top 25 attendance days which will
normally occur on Saturdays but could be any day of the week depending on
convention activity, events at the Alamodome and Sunset Station events. This is
based on the following assumptions:
a. Total seating

2,650

seats

b. Total patron capacity
c. Total employees

3,500

people

d. Arrival by trolley/taxi
e. Persons per car
i)
Restaurant
ii)
Entertainment
iii)
Employee
f. Peak attendance

25o/o

500

employees during peak

3.0
2.0
1.5
90°/o

of capacity

This produces the 1,275 spaces, as shown in Exhibit 1.

222 West 6th Street, Suite 1000, San Pedro, Califomia 90 731

Telephone (310) 521-1300 Fax (310) 521-1305

HARRISON PRICE COMPANY

Note: The employees must be included as they will require late evening security.
With hours of operation until 1 am weeknights and 2 am weekends they will be
returning to their cars after the crowds have left. The public's perception of
security will relate to any incident at Sunset Station and not confine itself to
incidents involving only patrons.
2.

Church Street Station with a current annual attendance of 4,250,000 patrons is
served by 4,400 parking spaces (Exhibit 2). The 4.25 million patrons is
equivalent to an average of 11 ,640 people per day and translates into a design
day of 18,560 persons (Exhibit 3).
Based on 1. 7 million patrons and the expected seasonality of San Antonio's
tourist market, Sunset Station's design day will be 7,420 patrons by its second
year. And will increase to over 8,1 00 patrons as the project matures. On a
straight pro rata basis, Church Street's 4,400 spaces for 18,560 design day
patrons (4.2 per space) would translate into 1, 760 spaces for Sunset Station's
7,420 design day patrons. At 1.85 million patrons in the fifth year, this total would
reach 1,920 spaces.
Assuming that 25 percent of this design day traffic reaches the site by public
transit, the equivalent parking would be 1,320 spaces for the 5,560 design day
patrons arriving by car in Year 2, and 1,440 spaces for 6,075 design day patrons
arriving by car in Year 5.

Note: The predominant weekend tourist to San Antonio has either arrived by car
or rented a car and will be much more likely to use the car than public transit to
visit Sunset Station. Downtown hotels contain only 30 percent of the roughly
20,000 hotel rooms in metropolitan San Antonio. Also, the majority of weekend
resident patrons would arrive by car and would probably not utilize the trolley
system.

2

HARRISON PRICE COMPANY

In closing, our attendance and sales forecasts were predicated on the availability of
ample parking within easy access to Sunset Station. Any deficiency in parking except
for peak events such as street festivals or headliner entertainers, will directly impact the
gross sales of Sunset Station.
Sincerely,

u

Fre~

/Cocl;~ra-/n__,e~

Vice President
FJC:su
Enclosures

3

3.00
302

Persons per car

Number of spaces needed

•

•
•

•

272

756

10pm-1am

841

2.00

1,681

560

2,241

640

1,601

Entertainment

1,028

1,143

2.26

2,588

863

3,450

798

2,652

Subtotal

247

247

1.50

371

124

na

494

Employees

1,275

1,390

2.32

2,958

986

3,944

798

3,146

Total

Peaks are expected to occur on Friday and Saturday evenings and during large conventions when all venues are
operating. Standing room and circulation areas hold 15 percent more restaurant patrons and 40 percent more
entertainment patrons during design day peak operations. (At Church Street Station standing capacity is 45 percent
of total capacity.)
Public transit includes the Trolley link with River Walk.
The peak on-site crowd is expected between 9 and 1Opm when most restaurant seats are in use and most of the
entertainment patrons have arrived.
Employee parking is calculated at one employee per 7 patrons.

Peak on-site 9-1 Opm (90°/o)

7-9pm

906

Arrive by car

Peak hours:

302

1,209

158

1,051

Less: Public transit/taxi (25°/o)

Total capacity

Plus: Standing and circulation (35o/o)
(15°/o restaurant/40°/o entertainment)

Number of Seats

Restaurant

ESTIMATED PEAK PARKING REQUIREMENTS
SUNSET STATION

EXHIBIT 1

EXHIBIT2
CHURCH STREET STATION
ESTIMATED PARKING CAPACITIES

Approximate Spaces

Location

City Owned:
Under Interstate-4
Church Street Garage
(At Church St. and Huskey)
Church St. Market (On Pine St.)

800
1,200

400

Central Garage (On Central)
Subtotal

2,950

Private Owned:
1,100

Sun bank
Church Street Station

150

Vivaldi•s Block
Subtotal

Total

1,450

4,400

*Note: Does not include street parking and small lots - quantity unknown

100.0°/o

11.5°/o
11.5°/o
11.5o/o
11.5°/o
15.5o/o
21.5°/o
17.0°/o

Design Day:
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Total

9.0o/o
4.4o/o

100.0°/o

7.0°/o
7.5°/o
9.0o/o
9.0o/o
9.0°/o
8.0o/o
1O.Oo/o
9.0°/o
6.5°/o
8.5°/o
7.5o/o
9.0o/o

Percent

Design Month
Design Week

Total

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Month

AVERAGE

153,000
34,537

1,700,000

119,000
127,500
153,000
153,000
153,000
136,000
170,000
153,000
110,500
144,500
127,500
153,000

Annual
Patrons

Sunset Station

4,934

3,972
3,972
3,972
3,972
5,353
7,426
5,871

4,250,000

4,658

AVERAGE

382,500
86,343

297,500
318,750
382,500
382,500
382,500
340,000
425,000
382,500
276,250
361,250
318,750
382,500

Annual
Patrons

12,335

9,929
9,929
9,929
9,929
13,383
18,564
14,678

11,644

9,597
11,384
12,339
12,750
12,339
11,333
13,710
12,339
9,208
11,653
10,625
12,339

Daily Patrons

Church Street Station

3,839
4,554
4,935
5,100
4,935
4,533
5,484
4,935
3,683
4,661
4,250
4,935

Daily Patrons

SUNSET STATION
ESTIMATED PATRONAGE AND SEASONALITY

EXHIBIT 3

